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It has been one year since Venture last appeared on this campus. Perhaps 
this lapse of time can now be considered as not having been entirely detri­
mental to the university, for it was a period of questioning—and, for some, 
questions were answered.
The new Venture policy drawn up by the Publications Board of A.S.M.S.U. 
is tangible evidence of a realization that, although certain things do disturb 
certain people, the creative imagination is a necessary facet of human ex­
perience, and, as such, cannot be denied the many because of the few. To 
close the door on creativity would be to shut out that which is the final end 
of education—a close and realistic examination of life.
However dismaying and uncomfortable awareness may be, Truth cannot 
be ignored. Venture is back; I hope it is back to stay.
ROSEMARY CARR,
Editor
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She shifted her weight in the hard folding 
chair and impatiently eyed the young man be­
fore the microphone. Her vexation increased 
as she noticed the intense interest evident on 
the evenly-lined white faces below her.
Why do we always ask these hare-brained 
lecturers to our meetings? she asked herself 
irritably. We need a change, but not a change 
like that! And to think that radical is going 
to speak before the school tomorrow!
Immediately a picture formed of her two 
young daughters, sitting wide-eyed in rapt 
attention, absorbing everything the pervert­
ing young man said as he stood on the school 
auditorium stage. She could almost see the 
girls nodding to each other in agreement and 
moving further up on their seats as he pressed 
a point. Nonsense! she almost said aloud. 
Angela wouldn’t listen to him—she’s a senior 
now, and I’ve taught her better than that! 
But Shelley—it would be more difficult for 
a freshman not to listen—such a vulnerable 
age—
Before a fear for her daughters’ welfare 
could form, she felt confident again. I’m just 
glad I speak after him, she told herself. I’ll 
be able to show these people—
She was startled out of her thoughts by the 
sound of her name. “Mrs. Dion?” the speaker 
said again, looking expectantly at her small 
frame and graying hair. Straightening her 
skirt, she went to the center of the stage and 
adjusted the small mesh microphone. She 
paused to turn her head towards the young 
man and smiled tenderly, the forgiving but 
superior smile a mother gives a wayward 
child—and began to speak.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” her voice rang out, 
strong and high in sharp contrast to the man’s 
deep monotone, “perhaps we should come to 
an understanding here upon a few points .. .” 
She took her coat from the rack and nodded 
to the members of the League as they filed 
out of the banquet room. Her talk had gone
quite well. There hadn’t been many questions 
afterward, but now at least they saw how 
wrong the young man was.
She pulled the light coat more tightly 
around her as the harsh spring wind invaded 
its impotent protection and stood just outside 
the door, gazing at the houses which marked 
the other end of the flat, grey town. I wish 
I hadn’t allowed Angela to take the car, she 
thought, and shivered a little. But someone 
will give me a lift, she concluded brightly, 
and went on down the plain, concrete steps. 
The sky was dark and formidable, and the 
dust rose in clouds high above the sprinkling 
of houses and grain elevators. Oh, sometimes 
I wish we were still in—but immediately she 
dispelled the desire. Doctor is happy here, 
and it is my duty as a good wife to be happy 
here, too. She tried not to notice the parched 
lawns and straggly trees as she walked along.
Several cars passed by her in a swirl of 
dust, so she tried to seem occupied with the 
pleasure of walking. It’s not so cold after all, 
she told herself, and slowed her walk. Sud­
denly she felt that strange but altogether too 
familiar pinch of indefinable emotion start to 
rise within her. She clutched the coat more 
tightly around her as the feeling drove all 
other thoughts from her mind. It seemed to 
happen at the strangest times—when she was 
talking to a successful old friend, or when 
she was lecturing to a Bible class. Sometimes 
it wasn’t just a twinge or a pinch—it was a 
bite which actually seemed to create a phy­
sical pain inside her, leaving her bruised and 
afraid; and when the biting emotional fangs 
actually seemed to draw blood, she wanted 
to turn and run to escape them. And, this 
time, like all others, as leaves swirled around 
her legs and sand crunched in her teeth, she 
felt helpless against the strange, unnamed 
dread the fangs harvested inside her.
Why? Why? she asked herself. The dust 
seemed to thicken more menacingly around
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her. W hat have I done? Oh, this feeling— 
always returning—why me? She suddenly 
found that she was almost running, and her 
self-control came to life. No! Don’t panic! 
She glanced around her, hoping no one had 
seen. Home! Think of home and w hat you’re 
going to do tonight! Her thoughts leaped to 
the command, glad for relief.
The children have finished dinner by now 
. . . I wonder when the Doctor will get 
home . . . Comfortable reflections poured into 
her mind, filling the gaping pit of anxiety left 
by her fear.
Her youngest daughter was sitting in the 
living room when she walked in the door. 
The w arm th of the house seemed to lick her 
wounds of fright, and she tried  to smile as 
she hung up her coat. She turned to the 
petite girl on the couch, grateful for the ref­
uge fam iliarity offered.
“Hello there, Shelley. Have you cleaned up 
in the—” Her eyes had dropped to the object 
of her daughter’s intense interest. In the 
girl’s lap was—a paperback! A deluge of 
visions smeared her m ind—the stores w ith 
their bookracks of splashing colors and red- 
edged pages, a veritable devil’s rainbow of 
silent competition, a book proclaiming its 
merit on the glossy cover w ith the words: 
“She loved—she lived—she could not deny 
the burning lust w ithin her!” Her throat 
constricted violently, barely allowing the 
words to come.
“Ah—w hat—” her voice seemed incredibly 
shrill to her but Shelley did not seem to 
notice. “W hat are you reading there, dear?”
Blue eyes looked up into her brown ones, 
showing a faint h int of irritation at the in ter­
ruption. “I t’s astrology, Mother. For my sci­
ence project.” And then: “W hat’s the m atter, 
Mother?”
Mrs. Dion let her body collapse on the arm  
of the chair. “Why, nothing, darling,” she 
said, her light laugh touched w ith only a tinge 
of the overwhelming relief she felt. It was 
such a joy to lean down and kiss the cherubic 
face and ruffle the spun-glass hair. Such 
sweet innocence. . . . But then she realized 
that her daughter seemed unreceptive to the 
fondling and straightened up.
“My speech went very well this afternoon, 
Shelley.”
“Really, Mom?” Shelley’s eyes remained 
riveted to the book.
“Yes, very well. I th ink the Education
League will understand much more clearly 
about our problems after today. I’m exper­
ienced in the field, so I think I’m in the best 
position to enlighten them, and—” She 
paused. Shelley wasn’t listening.
The girl is young; she doesn’t understand 
all this now, she told herself.
“I’m sorry dear, I didn’t mean to interrupt. 
But rem ember that your youth group meets 
tonight, and you won’t have much more time 
to read.” She turned towards the bedroom 
but remembered something else. “W here’s 
your sister?”
“In the study, Mother. I absolutely can’t 
talk  to her because she is VERY, VERY 
busy.”
“Oh? Doing what, I wonder?” she asked, 
more to herself than to Shelley. She flicked 
off the neglected hall light, which seemed to 
be on for no apparent reason, and entered the 
bedroom. The soft cotton housedress felt airy 
and light after the inhibiting suit. For a sec­
ond she felt something grip inside her as she 
noticed that her feet were dark and swollen 
from the walk home. At your age? something 
said. And then another pang, this time of 
guilt, struck her. “It was worth it—I helped 
our community today, and this is—is just a— 
battle scar! Swollen feet and I get all worked 
up. Vanity!” she m uttered and immediately 
forgot her frivolity.
“Where are those slippers?” Her irritation 
increased as she rummaged through the room. 
“Those stupid closets—I didn’t w ant them  
built like this at all. Never can find anything! 
The whole house is this way. You’d think, 
after all the pleading, the degrading begging 
I had to go through before he’d build it for 
us, something could be right! Maybe it 
doesn’t make much difference to him, but I 
have to be here all day—and I don’t even 
have a patio yet!” Then she thought of her 
brother and his struggles through law school 
and felt ashamed at her outburst. “Why, if 
it w eren’t for us, he wouldn't be there now,” 
she scolded herself. “And anyway, I don’t 
mind helping him—I WANT to. After all, 
so we DON’T have a patio or new drapes— 
when I deny myself, I am giving to him. W hat 
greater service can a person do?”
She was startled to look down and see that 
her hands were tw isting and bunching the 
cotton skirt. She snatched them  hastily from 
the tangled m aterial and placed them on the 
dresser before her, watching them as a
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m other watches someone else’s naughty chil­
dren. Think of something else, th ink of some­
thing else, a voice pounded. She tucked her 
wayward hands into the safety of her pockets 
and walked to the window, pulling the curtain 
aside. Grains of sand and topsoil peppered 
against the pane. The barren wheatfields 
began at the edge of town and ribboned off 
into the horizon, which remained as flat and 
unbroken as the closest field. Only the one 
bald, insignificant little  hill which rose un­
expectedly behind the hospital broke the flat 
monotony. W hat would my old schoolmates 
think, she wondered, if they could see me now 
—living in this tiny, ugly (I’m sorry, Doctor, 
but just this once—it IS ugly!) town—so des­
olate and far from anyone but farm ers and 
small merchants.
But Doctor likes this life, she reprim anded 
herself. And people can certainly take their 
example from him. How he ever heard of 
Thornton, I ’ll really never know. But he 
came here and showed the county how to 
build an inexpensive, small hospital and su­
pervised everything until they could afford 
to hire a nursing staff. Yes, he sacrificed him ­
self to an abandoned area of isolated people 
—the supreme act of a Christian.
Letting the curtain drop on the stark, grey 
land, she drew herself up and smiled. “And, 
like all good wives, I m ust sacrifice and fol­
low him,” she said aloud.
She tried to push down the feeling which 
was forming inside her and turned away from 
the window, only to hear the window-shade 
clatter to the floor, the edge leaving a red, 
angry cut on her ankle. Her hands somehow 
found each other again from the confining 
pockets, and the fingernails dug deep into her 
flesh; but she bit her lip and stooped to pick 
up the shade. She had barely touched it when 
the edge ripped, slicing into the papery white­
ness to form what seemed like a leering smile. 
She threw  it down, suppressing a desire to 
kick it, suddenly wanting to scream.
“Can’t just one thing go right?” she wanted 
to shout. Everything seemed to be pressing 
in on her, as if the walls were moving towards 
the center of the room; and suddenly her one 
desire was to get out. W ith a whim per she 
threw  herself toward the open door, slam­
ming it behind her and leaning against it. 
Her breath was quick, heavy.
W hat’s happening to me? Help me, Lord, 
help me—I must get control of myself. If my
dear precious babies saw me now—She took 
a deep breath  and w ith shaking hands 
smoothed her disheveled hair. She spoke 
aloud, grimly fighting for an audible sign of 
assurance. “There’s—there’s much to do to­
night—I m ustn’t let this bother me. Too much 
strain  lately—perhaps God is punishing me 
because I’ve been neglecting the children.” 
Slowly, carefully, she walked into the liv­
ing room. “Shelley,” came her voice, sound­
ing strangely gay, “Shelley, dear, it’s about 
time for you to go, isn’t it?”
Shelley threw  her book down and jumped 
out of the chair, startling her unnerved 
mother. “Omigosh, Mother, why didn’t you 
tell me?” She bounded wildly to the coat 
closet and wriggled into her jacket. “Well, I 
guess I’ll go now,” she said, but she cast a 
longing, covetous glance on the paperback.
“Wait, Shelley—you have a few minutes.” 
A whole world was w ritten  on the girl’s 
glance, and her m other had seen it. Mrs. Dion 
trem bled as she touched the book. “Are you 
quite interested in science, Shelley? I mean 
for a career?” She tried to smile.
The girl fingered a jacket button, staring 
at the floor.
“I—yes Mother, I—well, to make a career 
of it, I don’t know—but I really like it. Daddy 
has shown me so much about it that—” 
“Teaching science, Shelley?” Careful now, 
said a voice—don’t let it show. “Would you 
like to do tha t?”
There was a moment of hesitation before 
Shelley answered. “Well, teaching is all right, 
Mother, but—well, a laboratory—I know that 
you would ra ther I—but—” the girl broke off, 
no longer able to control the trem or in her 
voice.
Something started to gnarl and tw ist inside 
Mrs. Dion as the painful disappointment be­
gan to take hold, but she rose and went 
swiftly over to her bewildered daughter. “Oh 
Shelley, th a t’s all right, if th a t’s w hat you’re 
interested in. A fter all, you’re the one who 
counts—”
Two small arms whipped around her. “Oh 
thank you, Mother! Thank you so much! It 
really is w hat I w ant!” And she was gone.
Mrs. Dion didn’t know how long she stood 
staring at the front door after it had closed. 
But finally she could feel the dark, oppressive 
silence of the house around her, and she 
walked back to the living room, lowering her­
self heavily into the bulky, overstuffed chair.
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“My only hope is Angela now, she thought, 
staring unseeing at the mosaic on the opposite 
wall. I m ust talk  to her. She’s a senior now. 
It won’t be long before she’ll be in col­
lege. . . .” She felt comforted by the lights 
coming from  the neighboring houses and rose 
to open the curtains wider. It was then that 
she rem em bered w here Angela was.
“Darling,” she said softly as she knocked 
on the study door, “i t’s me, M other. May I 
come in?” She listened quietly, almost 
gravely, waiting for an answer.
I always respect my children’s privacy, she 
reflected w ith pride. They need to have it, 
and—But a violent rustle of m any papers and 
the slamming of a draw er in terrup ted  her 
thoughts. Why, w hat’s she doing in there?
“Yes, Mother, you m ay come in,” floated 
out the voice from  w ithin; it was almost too 
innocent, too gay, w ith a sort of singsong 
quality.
As the door opened, Mrs. Dion uncon­
sciously flung her hands up to her eyes, 
dazzled by the bright light. Squinting from 
underneath the cupped hands, she surveyed 
the study. The desk was clean of any m a­
terials.
“Hello there, dear. Shelley said you were 
very busy, darling, and I thought I would see 
if I could be of help.”
“Yes, Mother, as a m atter of fact, I am 
busy.” Angela leaned back, her chair half- 
tipped off the floor, chewing contemplatively 
on a pencil end, and observed her mother.
“Well,” Mrs. Dion struggled, “it m ust be 
very interesting to keep you occupied for so 
long.”
“Yes,” smiled Angela, “I ’m w riting.”
“Oh, really? Why, th a t’s very nice.” She 
reached down to the desk and awkwardly 
straightened the lone paperweight. “I ’m glad 
to see you occupy yourself w ith w riting.” 
“M other,” Angela smiled and at the same 
time savagely jerking the eraser from the pen­
cil w ith her small, even teeth. “You w ant to 
know w hat I ’m w riting ABOUT, don’t you?” 
The woman’s first feeling was one of being 
trapped—and then suddenly she felt tha t a 
great injustice had been done her.
“Yes! Why, yes, dear, I do! I ’m always 
interested in w hat my children are—” 
Angela watched her m other closely for a 
moment. “All right.” She pivoted back to 
the desk and began doodling w ith quick, cir- 
1 cular flourishes on the desk pad. “In English
class we all have to w rite a short story—two 
thousand to six thousand words, on ANY­
THING WE WANT!”
A puzzled expression crossed Mrs. Dion’s 
face. Why does she say that so—so victor­
iously? she asked herself. As if— But then 
the words clicked in her mind.
“A story, did you say, Angela? For litera­
ture? Why, th a t’s wonderful that you should 
enjoy it so—since I found it so VERY re­
warding in college! I ’ll never be sorry I got 
my degree in English!”
The girl was silent as she watched her 
m other unconsciously flatten the wrinkled 
patch on the front of her housedress. Then 
Angela spoke, her voice low and serious.
“I ’ve never liked literature as much as I 
do this year. I really th ink  I ’m learning a 
great deal. And all because of Mr. Leighton.” 
Mrs. Dion rem embered him—the tall, dark­
haired young man—his first year out of col­
lege—how well-liked he was as a teacher by 
the children—how she often wondered skep­
tically why he and his wife d idn’t try  to mix 
w ith the community to get the rapport of the 
parents. And there were other things about 
him, too. . . .
For a second a tinge of doubt touched her 
face. Then she heard Angela happily saying, 
“I never knew English could be so great. I t ’s 
always been so dry and boring before—” 
The woman’s face was suddenly trans­
formed, and she leaned towards her daugh­
ter, intent and expectant. “Then you’d like 
to continue in English after high school, 
perhaps?”
Angela flung the pencil down on the desk. 
“Oh Mother, I don’t know! It becomes more 
interesting day by day, but there’s still 
archaeology—”
Something inside Mrs. Dion sagged pain­
fully. She straightened up. “Of course, of 
course, and you have plenty of time.” She 
forced a lightness she did not feel and 
turned to leave. But at the door, she turned, 
a troubled look on her face. “Oh, Angela, 
there is one more thing. Ah—you haven’t 
been dissatisfied w ith any of the reading 
m aterial recommended by Mr. Leighton, have 
you?”
Angela tu rned  her chair towards her 
mother, her feet tw isted around the legs and 
her face blank. “No, Mother.”
“Oh, well, I was just wondering. There




“Relax, Mrs. McMurdy. Tell me every­
thing.”
“Oh, I will, I will
“Everything is quite confidential.”
“Yes. I mean, yes I know that, but it’s, 
well it’s
“Just let it come out naturally, Mrs. Mc­
M urdy.”
“Yes, yes I w ant to do just that. I t ’s that, 
well, how can I say it . . .?”
“Your husband, perhaps, Mrs. McMurdy? 
Something about him ?”
“Oh, no, no, no . . .”
“I mean if it’s about your husband, Mrs. 
McMurdy, I ’m sure it doesn’t need to be too 
serious.”
“No, my husband has nothing to do w ith it. 
But well, maybe he does. Well let me explain. 
You see, i t ’s that I, well I, I hate people! Yes, 
yes, I actually hate people!”
“Is it th a t you hate people in general or 
persons in particular, Mrs. McMurdy? Be­
cause if it’s the latter, I ’m sure it doesn’t 
need to be too serious.”
“But it m ust be serious. I mean even though 
it is persons in particular. I mean because it’s 
Catholics I hate. Oh, there, I ’ve said it! Are 
you there? Would you like me to repeat that? 
Because if you would, I will.”
“Uh, no Mrs. McMurdy. I heard you. Well, 
le t’s see. Is it tha t you hate Catholics for 
reasons in general or for reasons in par­
ticular?”
“Yes. Yes, th a t’s it.”
“Pardon me, Mrs. McMurdy?”
“Oh, you don’t need to.”
“Hmmmm.”
“Is it th a t this needs to be serious?” 
“Why, why no. I don’t think it needs to be, 
Mrs. McMurdy. Would you care to enlarge?” 
“Oh, would you like me to go into this hate 
thing? Is tha t w hat you mean? Because if 
you do, I ’m all ready. Is tha t w hat you 
w ant?”
“Uh, yes, yes, Mrs. McMurdy.”
“T hat’s w hat I thought. I thought you’d 
w ant that. I ’m  all ready.”
“Fine, fine, Mrs. McMurdy.”
“It all started when Georgie—th a t’s my 
son, you know—when Georgie m arried that 
girl, my daughter-in-law, Clarissa, you know. 
Well, of course, she was a Catholic and all, so 
it was a good m arriage. I don’t mean to say 
it w asn’t a good m arriage. Well, anyway, she 
—Clarissa—doesn’t see to it th a t little  Jimmy 
—th a t’s my grandson—doesn’t see to it that 
little  Jim m y goes to Mass every Sunday. She ' 
says it’s be tter to let him  sleep right ’til noon 
sometimes. Imagine that! Do you follow?”
“I th ink so, Mrs. McMurdy. I t’s Clarissa 
you hate then?”
“Well, of course I wouldn’t ju st w ant to 
come out and say that. You see this hate is 
something bigger than just that, see? I mean, 
well take Georgie, for example. Georgie s my 
son, you know. Well, he could make  her— 
Clarissa—send little  Jim m y to church, but 
he won’t. He just won’t. And we raised him 
to be such a good Catholic.”
“I see, I see. I t’s Georgie, then, that you 
hate?”
“Well, of course, we can’t stop there, can 
we? I mean my husband, Alfred, he used to 
be kind of careless about Mass, himself. So, 
of course, he’s got to take part of the blame. 
You see how it all affects little  Jimmy, don’t 
you?”
“Uh, yes, of course, Mrs. McMurdy. I t ’s this 
laxness, then, that you really hate?”
“Pardon?”
“I t’s this lax . . . well, this casual attitude 
toward the importance of religious orienta­
tion in the young tha t you hate?”
“Uhhh, wellll, not exactly, if you’ll excuse 
me. I think i t’s their Zaamess that bothers me, 
“Yes, yes I th ink I do, uh, Mrs. McMurdy.” 
“And you see, when Catholicism is so good, 
i t ’s just awful for people to be so lax about it.
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I hate Catholics because they’re not good 
Catholics. Don’t you see?”
“Yes, Mrs. McMurdy. T hat’s wonderful.” 
“But it’s wrong isn’t it? I mean hating is 
so awfully wrong, isn’t it?”
“Well, uh, yesss, but in this case i t’s wrong 
in the right kind of w ay.”
“Oh th a t’s such a beautiful way to put it! 
You see, Clarissa just can’t understand w hy  
I hate her, but now it’s all so clear. Now I 
can explain it to her. L et’s see now, how did 
that go? Being right in the wrong kind of 
way! That was it, w asn’t it?”
“Almost, Mrs. McMurdy. Only I th ink  it 
was wrong in the right kind of way.”
“Oh dear, was it? Then that means I was 
wrong even though I w ent about being wrong 
in the right kind of way? Oh dear, and Clar­
issa is so logical.”
“Well, perhaps you were right, then, Mrs. 
McMurdy.”
“You mean you think you said ‘right in the 
wrong kind of w ay’? Because it would be so 
wonderful if you had. I t’s so im portant to 
be right, don’t you think?”
“Yes, yes I do, Mrs. McMurdy. And I guess 
that was w hat I said.”
“Oh, th a t’s so lovely. I can’t tell you! Just 
simply poetic. W ait ’til I tell Clarissa. This 
doesn’t need to be serious then?”
“No, no I ’m sure it doesn’t, Mrs. McMurdy.” 
“Oh, I’m so happy! Well, I suppose I should 
go now?”
“I suppose, Mrs. McMurdy. Others are 
waiting.”
“And thank you so much. I can’t tell you 
w hat all this means to me, Father. You just 
can’t know w hat clearing this up means!” 
“I’m sure I can’t, Mrs. McMurdy.” 
“Good-bye, Father. And God bless you!” 
“Good-bye, Mrs. McMurdy . . . God bless 
you!” •
A  QUIET W A L K
Softness and the wind blowing 
Sunlight and open fields waiting 
Birds sing and bells are ringing 
A valley now filled w ith w ater 
Apple blossoms and the sound of bees 
Soft but happy w ith a look to tomorrow 
Fruit of passion—a contented sun 
A dew drop bearing bright colors 
Colors wanting to be seen 
A desire hot but hidden from sight 
A pink rose
Fragrant and yielding to the passing air 
Pink lips opening and on their smooth surface 
Crystal clear drops of w ater 
Shining their spectrum  on a scented pink world 
Speaking only beauty through the morning mist
Ralph Z. Hutchinson
Mushrooms
Mountains w ith snow 
Towers of ice below 
Misty waterfalls 
Then warm  winds 
Toad-stools and mushrooms 
Appear in the night 
And sit quietly in the 
Depth of dark caves 
Or in the virgin forest 
Among the tall pines 
Looking almost ugly 
Next to the wild flowers 
And at the same time 
Giving an earthy feeling 




L arry  Cripe
THE FOREST
He wasn’t sure how old he was, but he 
knew that for the last th irty  years he’d been 
the best man in the country—there wasn’t 
anybody that wouldn’t admit it. He’d spent 
the best part of his life out by himself, living 
in a shack so small it could be carried from 
one place to the next in a truck, chopping and 
hacking and hauling on his back a living 
from trees that outweighed him a hundred 
times.
He’d beaten every man and every tree he’d 
ever faced—Paul Risczinko—a bohunk, but 
not just any goddamned bohunk. Only the 
trees were more immortal than he. He’d 
killed thousands of trees, and when he’d 
peeled away their rough hides and left them 
stretched out nude and dying in the hot sun, 
he felt only humble trium ph, because when 
he’d beaten one, he could still look up and 
see a thousand looking down on him, and 
that was the real moment—not the dying, 
but the looking up again.
And tha t’s w hat he was doing—looking up, 
picking a straight one that would make a good 
telephone pole, though he never thought of 
them in term s of telephones—just as good 
ones or culls, or cat faces, or school marms 
w ith splits in the tops. Behind him was a 
low deck of hand cut, peeled and skidded 
cedar poles ready to be picked up and hauled 
to town where they would be saturated w ith 
creosote to prevent rot when they were 
planted in the ground.
There was nearly a week’s work stacked 
up behind him. It hadn’t been a particularly 
good week. At his age, the good weeks didn’t 
come very often. But he knew all the tricks, 
and he worked steadily, hour by hour, w ith­
out a wasted move, so that he was producing 
nearly as many poles as he had in his younger 
days without busting himself up the way he 
had then.
He had just started working again, strip­
ping the bark off a thirty-footer, when he
heard the pick-up stop in front of the cabin. 
He couldn’t see it, because the cabin was a 
quarter of a mile away, but he knew who it 
was by the whine of the engine which rattled, 
much too high and light for a logging truck, 
through the silent trees.
He kept chopping, leaving long ribbons of 
bark behind him. He didn’t even stop when 
he knew someone was behind him—not until 
he heard the voice.
“You’re working too hard, Paul. Take a 
break.”
He dropped the axe into the top of the pole 
and turned so that his checkered shirt faced a 
man in a smaller, and cleaner plaid.
“Hello, Pop. Bring me anything good?” 
“Not this time, because you’re going to 
town this week,” the shorter man answered.
“Figured I would pretty  soon. I was about 
ready to quit a while ago. When you sending 
the trucks out?”
“How soon can you finish here?”
“This afternoon, I suppose. I got every­
thing good by last week. Got another job 
right away? I don’t w ant to spend too much 
goddamn time in town.”
The boss took off his hat, and swiped at 
the sweat on his face.
“There aren’t going to be any more jobs. 
We’re closing down for awhile.”
“Closing down, Pop? The poles been good. 
Look at these. Not a cull in the whole pile. 
W hat’s the m atter? Can’t sell them  no more?” 
“I’m going to put in a peeler, Paul,” the 
boss answered, seating himself on a log.
“A peeler? I guess I ain’t as good as I used 
to be, huh, Pop?”
“That doesn’t have anything to do with it. 
A machine peeler can peel more poles in a 
day than all the axes I ’m using can get out 
in a week. I can’t keep up this way. I haven’t 
made any money for a year. I’ve been shop­
ping around, and I finally found a machine 
I can afford. It isn’t new, but i t ’ll get us by 
until I get going again. Goddamn, it’s hot out
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here. Why the hell don’t you work in the 
shade?”
“You gonna fire us all?” The old man 
squinted and cocked his head, looking into 
the sun.
“I’m not going to fire anybody. I just won’t 
have any more jobs. For one thing, I won’t 
be able to pay you much longer. I told you, 
I haven’t m ade any 
“I’ll still stay awhile, Pop, if . . . .”
“Stop calling me Pop for Christ’s sake. 
You’re older than I am. We can’t eat this 
goddamned wood. We have to sell it—at a 
profit, and we can’t m ake a profit anymore 
making cedar poles by hand. How m any poles 
do you peel in a day, Paul?”
“I peel th irty  some days, Pop,” he answered, 
turning back from  the sun.
“Most days, you’ll be goddamned lucky to 
get fifteen down and peeled. W ith half a 
dozen of you guys out here, I’m not getting 
out a th ird  as much as those machine opera­
tions.”
“Them poles there’s the best anywhere,” 
the old man answered, sweeping his hand 
across the deck. “You told me that.”
“I told you that a long tim e ago.”
“Then ain’t they the best anymore? I ’ll 
make better poles if they ain’t.”
“Paul, tha t doesn’t make any difference 
anymore, it’s . . .”
“The hell it don’t make any difference,” 
the old man had his hand up now. “Once my 
poles was the best—you said so yourself. You 
know my poles always been the best. They’re 
still the best too. Say it, Pop. Say my poles 
are still the best.” He was standing over the 
log where the boss sat. He was close so he 
could see the face, so he could see, as well as 
hear the boss tell him his poles were good.
“Goddamn it. Now listen here a minute. 
I’m getting tired  of explaining this. It isn’t 
because the poles aren’t good tha t w e’re clos­
ing down. I t’s because we can’t make enough 
poles by hand to compete w ith those machine 
operations.
“Then get more cedar-makers,” the old 
man suggested.
“Jesus Christ, that would just make it more 
expensive.”
The old man, knowing tha t he could say 
nothing that would change things, ended the 
argument.
“I’ll finish up today,” he said, and turned 
to the axe. For a m inute nothing was said,
and the axe was chopping again when the 
boss spoke.
“Maybe I can find something for you in 
the Yard, Paul.”
“Won’t there be nothing in the woods?”
“No, it’d have to be in town.”
“I worked in town once.” The old man 
dropped the axe.
“T hat’s all I ’ll have.”
“Then I can’t work for you.” The old man 
resumed working.
“I’m sorry, Paul.” The boss got up and put 
his hat on. “The trucks will start coming in 
the morning. I’ll send the flat-bed for the 
cabin first thing. You ride in w ith it.” He 
turned and started back down the skid road 
toward the cabin.
As soon as the boss left, the woods returned 
to the old man, shutting out the rude world 
which was becoming tinier and tinier as it 
walked down the narrowing trail. There was 
no tomorrow, but eternity, and no trucks, but 
another pole.
TOWN
The next day, the trucks did come. The 
driver and another man picked up the cabin 
w ith a hydraulic hoist and set it on the back 
of the truck. The entire operation took less 
than twenty minutes. The old man rode on 
the back of the truck to town—through the 
wire gates of the pole yard and down long 
narrow  aisles curbed by rows of poles w ith 
black butts. The air was full of creosote, and 
a black cover m atted the dust.
At the office, he collected his pay—there 
was an extra ten dollars—and walked back 
out the wire gates and down the hill toward 
main street.
He stopped at the local grocery store, 
cashed the check, and bought a can of tobacco 
and some cigarette papers. The grocerman 
counted out his change in $50 bills and a few 
coins, all of which he jammed in his pocket. 
At the Doonan Hotel, he put down $12 for a 
week’s rent on a room. The few things that 
he owned, he had stuffed in an old canvas 
bag, which he carried w ith him. It was dinner 
time, so he walked down the street to Jack’s 
Cafe and ordered a ham burger steak. A pair 
of his old drinking pals m et him when he 
walked in with cheers of welcome, and joined 
him at the counter.
“I t’s good to see you back in town, you 




(Editor’s Note: This article has been printed 
here as an example of student w riting in an­
other area of the country. We wish to thank 
both the author and editors of Laurel, student 
literary  magazine of St. Bonaventure Uni­
versity, St. Bonaventure, N.Y., for granting 
us their kind of permission to use it.)
Laurel Editor’s Note: There are currently  
two outstanding haiku authorities in the 
W estern world. These are Reginald H. Blyth 
and Harold G. Henderson. In the following 
article the author has used as sources the 
w ritten works of these men. The translations 
of the haiku poems are those of Mr. B lyth and 
the commentaries comparing the haiku m ast­
ers are attributed to Mr. Henderson. 
* * * * *
One of the unique arts of Japan is the 
reading and w riting of the stripped, evocative, 
seventeen-syllable poem called haiku—a form 
of literary  expression which owes much of 
its spirit to Zen influence. The seeds of this 
ancient a rt were sown some 700 years ago, 
but its great blossoming came in the seven­
teenth century, and haiku w riting has con­
tinued w ith m arked vitality down to the 
present time.
Approximately one million haiku are pub­
lished each year. This special form of poetic 
verse concerns itself entirely w ith the simple, 
trivial, usually overlooked m aterial of every­
day life, things which, however insignificant 
on the surface, are nonetheless deeply signifi­
cant in their span and scope.
To non-Japanese people, haiku are apt to 
seem no more than beginnings or even titles 
for poems. In translation it is impossible to 
convey the effect of their sound and rhythm ; 
however, translation can usually convey the 
image—and this is the im portant thing. Haiku 
is a diminutive form of the classical mode of 
poetry, the waka m eter of 31 syllables. Haiku 
is dominated by a gentle melancholy; glad­
ness is shadowed by profound reserve and 
somber moods. It is the shortest form of
poetry that can be found in world literature, 
and into haiku have been cast some of the 
highest feelings hum ans are capable of. They 
are aimed at strength, and therefore it is 
not necessary for haiku to be lengthy and 
elaborate.
Because of the extrem e economy of the 
established form—alternating lines of five, 
seven, five syllables in the original Japanese 
—the poet m ust gain his effects by very 
subtle means. Yet a haiku must, in spite of 
its brevity, not only evoke a mood but also 
manage to convey a picture vivid enough to 
stir the imagination of the reader or listener.
The reader is expected to “fill in,” or con­
tinue where the artist, so to speak, leaves off.
A true haiku leaves the reader or listener to 
be his own poet, and only a mediocre artist 
w ill attem pt to do the reader’s thinking for 
him. The reader is supposed to participate, 
not gape awe-stricken, while the poet shows 
off. W estern poets usually tend to fill in 
details to prepare their readers at some 
length for the poem’s “high moment.” 
Therein lies the difference between the ap­
proach of the East and West to poetry, and 
yet when the high moment of W estern poetry 
comes it is often very much in the true spirit 
of haiku.
The sound effects, the frequent use of ono- 
matopeia, the play on words, and the puns for 
Japanese tongues are lost to an extent, when 
transferred into English. Although under­
standing this poetry at its most profound level 
necessitates some knowledge of the Japanese 
language, it is possible for a W esterner to 
expand his scope and appreciation of haiku 
if basic language differences are acknow­
ledged.
In order to produce their effect, haiku 
w riters make great use of w hat they call 
“renso,” or association of ideas, and this they 
do in several ways. The older haiku-makers 
came to the conclusion tha t one experience
(Continued on page 28) I
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Smoke Rings POEM
A smoking m an’s reclining in his chair, 
Decorating memories of youth 
Oblivious to the disappearing tru th  
Reflected by the smoke rings in the air.
A perfect sym m etry describes their birth, 
Ungnarled by the complexities in life;
Time and motion th ru st them  into strife. 
Reality makes smoke rings lose their girth.
Nature stands in opposition 
To religious coalition.
Smoke rings torn by different poles 
A ttem pt to reconcile their goals.
Each one a product of the fire 
Extends its body deeper, higher!
When the smoke begins to bend,
Then dissipation is the end.
The to rtu red  m an can seek relief 
In one great smoke ring—Disbelief.
John Halbrook
IN  AM ERIC A
A land w here a season is
That leaves rise in passing splendor:
Fall,
W here leaves will drift, w ill whip 
Away
Leaving only the skeleton,
A wind lifts leaves down;
And the season also renews.
A reed came renew ed from such 
Now crushed by one two 
Many 
H urried steps
W hich would not take the path, 
Who could not w ait 
For leaves to pass away,
The reed is broken;
Oh, joyous day—for the one two 
Many
Who mangled w ith their path
Sorrow in my land 
For a reed
then living.
W hat Golgotha is this,
That I die and die again 
And know no light?
My mind, betrayed by treacherous kiss, 
Gives reason rein 
And cedes the fight.
“There is no death,
Save w hat exists in fear.
Give m anners rule. . .
We choose w hat we w ill hear.”
Am I a fool to w ant to love?
My loving leaves no m ark 
On wretchedness and u tte r dark.
Cry death to life,
Since we neither prove;
Grin vapid into dark—
M utilate, in fervid hate,
A dead and rotting dove.
“Oh, eat and eat!
Your libations stink of death!
Devour and bleed,
Assail the pit w ith carrion smoke!”
Yet lives a power;
I cannot cling to pristine creed,
But dung is not my only wealth.
So gorge us flesh;
I will not join the feast 
W ith all the rest;
My pain denies I am a beast.
Esther England
Of toads in general
Toads come out in spring, 
Life begins w ith a ring. 
W hat once was young 
And pure as light,
Is now another thing.
Douglas L. G riffith Ralph Z. Hutchinson
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NOTES ON TWENTIETH CENTURY j
MORALITY'
Fred Kersten
This is an extrem ely difficult topic to dis­
cuss because m orality in the 20th Century 
has been examined, dissected, gone over, 
raked over, approved, condemned—all in de­
tail—so many times tha t one is hard  put to 
think of anything new or significantly reveal­
ing to say about it. Nor is the 20th Century 
and its m orality over and finished. A hasty 
genius has no place here.
But suppose for a moment that nothing has 
happened. We can define “m orality” as fol­
lows: MORALITY IS ALL THAT WHICH 
ACCRUES TO MAN AS A CONSEQUENCE 
OF A POSSIBLE OR PARTIAL OR FULLY 
ACTUAL ANSWER TO THE QUESTION, 
W H AT IS  THE GOOD LIFE?
As a consequence, m orality includes not 
only a certain more or less clearly articulated 
set of ethical norms and values, arranged in a 
hierarchy of higher and lower, but also cul­
tural values in a broader sense, mores, cus­
toms, even relevant goods of all kinds.
This is only a tentative definition. For 
better or worse, we shall live w ith it a mo­
ment. It is a definition which hinges on the 
asking and askableness of a question: W hat 
is the Good Life? w ith its subordinate ques­
tion, even if we know what it is, can it be 
made actual to any significant degree?
One of the problems concerning m orality 
in the 20th Century is this (understa ted): 
Can we even ask such a question any longer? 
Even if we can, so what?
In the first place, I contend that unless we 
ask and answer to some degree this question, 
W hat is the Good Life, our whole inherited 
structure of m orality becomes atrophied, 
goods become meaningless; moreover, we are 
in no position to create such a structure over 
again.
In the second place, you have all heard 
this said before in one way or another; you
are saturated and satiated w ith it. Hence, 
let me make a few cursory rem arks about 
w hat you are glutted with, and then put the 
whole problem of 20th Century m orality in 
term s of pain, apathy, and the sense of his­
tory.
I
SURVEY OF MORALITY IN THE 
TWENTIETH CENTURY
This is a brief survey of the history of 
m orality in the 20th Century. To everything 
I say, there are exceptions and omissions.
1900-1914. This is an illusory 14 years; it 
is illusory in the sense in which, a t times, a 
term inally ill person suddenly feels well and 
cured shortly before death. Tacitly, at least, 
it is still taken for granted that the basic 
question on which m orality hinges is askable, 
perchance answerable. But the milieu is de­
pressive, ra ther than manic.
1914-1919. This includes the F irst World 
War, the Russian Revolution, the devouring 
of late 19th Century morality. A huge change 
is experienced: on the one hand, there is a 
sense of loss, on the other hand a genuinely 
creative gain. It is a period of massive self- 
consciousness.
1920-1930. This decade exhibits a trem en­
dous creative explosion in the sciences, both 
natural and cultural. W ith cubism a sense 
of hum or returns, especially in literature. 
W ith this sense of hum or there is a clarity, 
alertness, e.g., Valery, Gide, Stein, Joyce, 
Dali, Picasso, Braque, W. C. Fields, Chaplin. 
Of course, we m ust also keep in mind the 
strong, rich current of dark, despairing 
moods. There rem ains room, nevertheless, to 
ask about the Good Life and to raise an even 
more fundam ental question: Who is man?
‘P rin ted  as read  at M ontana Forum , February  28, 
1934.
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1930-1940. This is a period of revolution, re­
revolution and intensive purification: Hitler, 
Stalin, racism—above all, the Spanish Civil 
War: one of the last attem pts to use blood­
letting as a means to bring about the actuality 
of the Good Life.
The theory behind the bloodletting is ex­
pressed in T rotsky’s letters concerning Mal- 
raux’s novel, Man’s Fate (which deals w ith 
the Chinese revolution in Shanghai in 1927):
“B ut the novel gives neither ethnography 
nor history. This is the novel of hum an 
destinies and personal passions to which 
the revolution im parts a breaking-point 
force. The individualist and pessim ist rises 
up finally  over individualism  and over pes­
simism. Only a great superhum an purpose 
for which m an is ready  to pay the price 
of his life gives m eaning to  personal ex­
istence . . . .”
This is also the time of the Great Depres­
sion; after coming close to the Good Life  and 
regaining of a luminuos innocence, there is 
the Great Fall. We find this in the postscript 
which Eliot Paul wrote to his historical novel, 
Life and Death of a Spanish Town:
“I have been unable to learn  of the fate  
of m y republican friends who escaped on 
the schooner Isabel M atutes  . . . .
N ear the end of May, the G erm an ba ttle ­
ship Deutschland, a t anchor in the shadow 
of Ibiza’s ancient fortress, was bombed by 
governm ent aviators a fte r having fired  a t 
the governm ent planes. The dispatches 
m entioned m erely th a t the island was a 
‘rebel base.’
According to Associated Press reports is­
sued the nex t day, the Ita lian  and rebel 
troops, who arrived  w ith in  a few  hours 
afte r I was taken  off, herded four hundred 
Republicans, among whom  m ust have been 
m ost of the m ale characters in th is book, 
and killed them  w ith  m achineguns through 
the sm all M oorish windows.
My continuous and repeated  efforts to 
obtain d irect new s of m y republican com­
rades and friends in Santa Eulalia, the ones 
who could not get away, have been thus fa r 
w ithout resu lt . . . .
I t  was a privilege to be associated w ith 
such courageous, h igh-m inded m en and 
women, and their enem ies w ill do w ell to 
be afraid  of them  as long as they are  above 
ground.”
Something has gone wrong here w ith the 
“superhum an purpose” ; instead, there is a 
morbid curiosity as to w hat has happened to 
those involved directly in the drama; there 
is no longer a rising above individualism and 
pessimism. Instead, there is the substitution of 
the “privilege” of being associated w ith those 
individuals! The meaning of personal exist­
ence hardly consists in this privilege.
1940-1950. The Second World W ar with,
again, a special and global form of brutality, 
clearly coupled w ith money and profits ac­
cruing from war. After the war, there is a 
sort of weary resurgence of creativity, and a 
retu rn  to “basic” questions; the “privilege” 
of association w ith courage is transform ed to 
a certain extent, leaving some room to at least 
contemplate the Good Life in the midst of 
the furniture ads. There are the Nuremburg 
trials, pointing to the problem of mass respon­
sibility of guilt on the part of an allegedly 
enlightened social conscience. All of this 
reveals a continuously declining ability even 
to ask the basic moral questions.
A new kind of man emerges (to be dis­
covered la te r ) : Eichmann, the man w ithout a 
conscience, the man who is pathologically 
amoral, morally emasculated. And the man 
w ithout a conscience is fired once and for all 
in the furnace of Hiroshima.
1950-1960. The man without a conscience 
presages a new era: one of snow-balling apa­
thy. In the 50’s there is an apathetic war, 
apathetic literature and criticism; philosophy 
chokingly apologizes, turning away from real­
ity  to talk  about it. There is an almost stoic 
attitude toward violence, yet a bored shrug­
ging off of violence duck-wise.
At the same time, technology developed for 
w ar hits the civilian m arket in the midst of 
the Cold War, perhaps making the questions, 
W hat is the Good Life, and Who is Man, im­
possible.
1960-1964. So far, this is an era of confusion 
lacking a sense of history, an era of “tired old 
subjects” such as academic freedom and other 
subjects even more tired and old. There is 
confusion even among some students who 
have heard all this over and over again. For 
example, there is H erbert Gold’s student, 
Clotilda Adams, who Irving Howe refers to 
in an article (Dissent, W inter, 1964) on “Uni­
versities and Intellectuals”:
“Clotilda Adam s was a student a few 
years ago at W ayne State University, the 
city college in Detroit, when the w riter H er­
bert Gold taugh t a course there  in the H u­
m anities (“The History of Everything in 
C ulture” ). He found it something of a 
traum a: ‘The encounter w ith classroom
reality  has caused m any teachers, like Abe­
lard  m eeting the relatives of Eloise, to lose 
their bearings.’ As Gold tried  to introduce 
a few notions about the m oral problem s th a t 
have plagued hum anity since Socrates—H u­
m anities 610 was not, you m ight say, an 
intensive  course—Clotilda Adams sat there, 
im pervious and recalcitrant, the classics 
bouncing off her m ind like rubber balls off
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a fence. ‘The H um anities,’ w rote Clotilda 
in her final exam, ‘are  a necessary additive 
to any teacher’s developm ent w orth  her 
“sa lt” in the perilous tim es of today. The 
W est and the “F ree W orld” m ust stand  up 
to the w ar of ideas against the “Iron C ur­
ta in .” ’ This was in answ er to a question 
about Bethoven, Goethe and G erm an Ro­
m anticism . Clotilda did not pass the course 
but, adds Gold, she was ‘adm itted  on pro­
bation to the studen t-teacher program  be­
cause of the teacher shortage and the great 
need to educate our children in these peri­
lous tim es.”
The Negro Revolution, emerging at the 
same time that automation is accepted, mass 
education taking hold at the same time that 
academic standards are dropping (Howe), the 
wishful thinking of many fulfilled by the 
death of Kennedy, are basic features of the 
60’s. Apathy takes the form of purification 
as rigor mortis.
II
APATHY, CONFUSION, PAIN, SENSE OF 
HISTORY. IMPOSSIBILITY OF THE 
QUESTION ABOUT THE GOOD LIFE 
Society, w ith all its tacit and explicit mor­
ality, comes into the university chiefly among 
and through the students. This is the context 
of the following remarks.
Summary: World W ar I: terro r reveals a 
creativity which leads eventually to disillu­
sionment and W orld W ar II. In and after 
World W ar II a purification sensed before 
and now carried out at last, ends in defil- 
ment; a quasi-creativity emerges in the form 
of technology, accompanied by the loss of the 
sense of history based on an insensibility to 
pain. The result is confusion.
1. Technology and the Question About the 
Good Life.
Traditionally, things that do not change, 
such as The Good, Beauty, Justice, are the 
objects of contemplative knowledge. Whereas 
changeable things are the objects of the “arts” 
or practical knowledge, i.e., the practical sci­
ences concerned w ith the planned change of 
the changeable. This knowledge springs from 
experience’ not theory. Theory guides the 
arts, but does not promote their invention, 
nor does it develop their procedures. W hat 
it does do is provide the user of the arts w ith 
wisdom in the using of them, that is, using 
them  wisely for their proper ends. This is 
the traditional view of the practical benefit 
of theory. This use of theory frees man 
finally for the contemplative life.
In a very brilliant article,1 which I can
only sketch here, Hans Jonas shows how this 
view has changed. Let me present his view 
as briefly as possible. In the modern period, 
a rt becomes the way in which m an conquers 
necessity, and because theory has done little 
to do this, a new relation between theory and 
practice m ust be found w hereby theory has 
as its goal the invention of arts. Theory be­
comes the a rt of invention. An underlying 
purpose of the arts is to “command nature in 
action”—as Bacon puts it. Theory becomes 
the science of nature at work (e.g., mechan­
ics) . Galileo and Descartes give b irth  to 
theory which has an inherent technological 
potential, to theory which by its very nature 
lends itself to technical application, which 
has an inherent reference to use.
By “use” Jonas means 1) the preservation 
of life, and 2) the betterm ent of life. And the 
what-for of all use is happiness. In the classi­
cal tradition, theory frees m an from the spell 
of common, changeable things, finally from 
the necessities of life. On the other hand, for 
someone such as Bacon, theory consists in the < 
fruits it bears in dealing w ith common things, 
hence knowledge m ust be of those things. 
Recall Bacon’s dictum: “Mind m ay exercise 
over the nature of things the authority  which 
properly belongs to it.” N ature is left, in this 
view, w ithout dignity, which now belongs 
only to man. N ature no longer possessed of 
dignity commands no reverence, and what 
commands no reverence can be commanded.
To be m aster of nature is the right of man who 
is brought into his own by knowledge: =  
sovereign use of things — actual and neces­
sary use =  control over things =  becoming 
enmeshed in ever increasing dependencies 
on external things =  exercising power by 
making oneself available to the use of things 
as they in tu rn  become available. Bacon adds 
that things m ust be governed in charity.
For classical tradition, theory is contem­
plation of the noblest and best, the good; i.e., 
theory is itself the source of charity—know­
ing the good is to do the good. But in the 
modern view theory is not the source of char­
ity, tha t is, the source of w hat makes use 
beneficial. The results of theory are handed 
over to those who had no part in the theo­
retical process, for instance, exploitation of 
theory by the m ilitary, the government, etc.
(Continued on page 31)
‘Hans Jonas, “The Practical Use of Theory, Social 
Research, W inter, 1959.
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SEX, SOCIAL RESTRICTIONS AND 
A UNIVERSITY EDUCATION
W ilbur Wood
I. PARENTAL FORCES VS.
LIBERTARIAN FORCES
This essay is about “Sex, Social Restric­
tions and a University Education” largely be­
cause the topic has an immediate current in­
terest on campuses all over the nation. 
Several national magazines — Time, News­
week, Ladies Home Journal, A tlantic  and 
New Republic, to name a few—have focused 
widespread attention on sex in our country 
and on our campuses . . . wild orgies at H ar­
vard, moral proclamations from  Vassar, and 
on and on.
I m ust begin by noting the obvious: that 
at MSU and at most co-educational colleges 
throughout the land there exist tight double 
standard situations, so tha t social regulations 
apply more d irectly  to women. Men’s lives 
are regulated m ainly to the extent that they 
must get a date in on tim e or to the extent 
that they are expected not to get her pregnant. 
Even in church schools it is usual that, though 
the rules may be identical on paper, they are 
enforced more stringently against the women.
The quotation below provides a general 
frame of reference for my rem arks. It is ex­
cerpted from the introduction of a book re­
cently released by St. M artin’s Press, The 
Continuing Debate, Essays on Education for 
Freshmen, edited by Leslie Fiedler and Jacob 
Vinocur of MSU’s English departm ent:
Even in schools w here the teachers are 
rela tively  free and students are  exposed to 
books w hich teach them  to prize liberty , 
those students are  likely to find them selves 
living under a to ta lita rian  regime. This is 
particu larly  true  in the case of girls, who 
are  considered, if not less w orthy  of freedom  
than  their m ale compeers, a t least less able 
to enjoy it w ithout m oral disaster. A t any 
rate , in all educational institu tions w here 
students live aw ay from  their fam ilies, and
to a lesser degree in dayschools as well, 
students are  subjected to regulations con­
cerning smoking, drinking, relations w ith 
the opposite sex—even hours of going to 
bed—m uch more illiberal and restrictive 
than  those invoked by their families. The 
ra th e r irra tional taboos which curtail lib ­
erty  are based, apparently , on two totally 
contradictory beliefs: one, th a t in high
school and even in college, students are still 
children, and therefore are not yet qualified 
to be free; and two, th a t fem ale students 
are  only too likely to prove their adulthood 
by becoming pregnant. Consequently, the 
legitim ate aims of education, such as the 
encouragem ent of responsibility, the  foster­
ing of self-reliance and the developm ent of 
independence of spirit, are lost. . . .
In the  end, our colleges are characterized 
by liberality  in their catalogues and au tho r­
itarianism  in the dorms.
The reference in that passage to students as 
children calls to mind another statement, by 
Ryland Crary, who says:
I t seems to me th a t boys and girls who 
go to college are big enough to  live un ­
sheltered by institutionalized bias and peer 
group im m aturities. They are  ready to 
discover them selves and become adult.
I use this second quotation partly  because 
it sums up something in which I happen to 
believe intensely, but also because it uses 
the words “boys and girls.” This points, I 
think, to an attitude—widely held, particu­
larly in a small town state like Montana—that 
college kids are just that, “kids.” Still chil­
dren, but children dangerously capable of on 
the one hand forming new and startling ideas 
and on the other hand of “getting into 
trouble.” Such an attitude often places the 
college student—rather like the adolescent 
entering puberty—in a tw ilight zone wherein 
he stumbles between home and university. 
The parental influences caution the student 
not to be swayed by these notoriously radical, 
atheistic, communistic college professors; the 
university forces—let’s call them the liber-
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tarian forces—few of them all-out atheistic, 
fewer of them  very radical about anything, 
almost none of them  communistic—attem pt 
to influence the student to think inde­
pendently. In this twilight zone the parental 
forces direct the college student to think only 
of certain aspects of his life—a job, a future 
marriage that will be “advantageous” to him 
—and rise up in righteous indignation when a 
student comes home and mentions that a col­
lege professor has been talking about sex in 
his classroom (unless it is in a biology course; 
in “science” courses it is deemed all right to 
speak clinically, of almost anything). Where 
the parental forces, ideally, would have the 
college student be some sexless, mindless 
thing, the libertarian forces, again speaking 
ideally, would have the college student at 
least use his mind, at least begin to think of 
himself not entirely in term s of his “career” 
as acquisitive cog in the mangling machinery 
of a materialistic society.
Let me pause here to say that by using 
the term  “parental forces,” I am not hurling 
a blanket damnation at parents. Certainly 
many individual parents realize the some­
times painful necessity of letting their chil­
dren think — and stumble — for themselves, 
after a point. Many of us could not criticize 
our own parents at all in this regard. I speak 
merely in general term s of a “parental” in­
fluence—an over-protective influence—run­
ning contrary to the impulse of libertarian­
ism, another general term, a term  that refers 
to my beliefs about the real purpose of edu­
cation.
Here again I must pause to define my 
decidedly un-Platonic belief that education in 
a democracy must not be an indoctrinating 
process, but rather a process that frees, that 
emancipates. A process that does not stultify 
but stimulates. A process that does not en­
courage acceptance but instead urges and 
provides the tools for a healthy skepticism.
Although skepticism endangers the status 
quo of society, I cannot look upon this as 
tragic. While some classical philosophies of 
nature and politics saw change to be an 
abomination, we must admit today that a 
free society cannot remain static without
stagnating. We m ust view change not as a 
negative corrosion, but rather as a very posi­
tive opportunity for rebuilding and improv­
ing the hum an scene. Thus a democratic 
society necessarily would be a society in 
which nothing is exempt from examination 
and possible reconstruction. Therefore, con­
tinuing conflict and unfettered debate about 
desirable directions for change must distin­
guish this sort of society.
I would submit that all too often education 
in general—and, sadly, education in the uni­
versity—fails this libertarian purpose. All 
too often educators do not realize that what 
they must do is emancipate their students 
in order to guarantee the development of the 
intellectual skills necessary so that this 
rational examination of society, this question­
ing, can take place.
I would contend that our society is as un­
free and un-enlightened as our education is 
un-libertarian. No m atter how much it may 
pain those who are comfortably entrenched 
in authority, a university is for questioning— 
questioning values too easily accepted, ques­
tioning rules and regulations too readily 
acquiesced to.
This is not negative rebellion in the end— 
though negativism might have been instru­
m ental at the beginning of the questioning. 
It is rebellion w ith a cause: the questioning 
of the educated man is not a cynicism in­
spired by hatred, but a positive skepticism 
inspired by love. I end this first part of this 
paper by taking the libetry of paraphrasing 
part of a recent essay by Jam es Baldwin: 
societies never know it, but the war of the 
educated man with his society is a lover’s 
war, and he does, at his best, what lovers do, 
which is to reveal the beloved one to himself 
or herself, and w ith that revelation, to make 
freedom real.
II. SOCIAL RESTRICTIONS AND
THE ACADEMIC ATMOSPHERE
Social restrictions in the university do not 
contribute to making freedom—or much of 
anything else—real. Perhaps the university 
student should not today learn that “every­
thing is relative”—that trusty cliche; but he 
(Continued on page 34)
(Opposite Page. Editor’s Note: A n English Professor Corrects Shakespeare 
has been printed w ith the kind permission of the editors of A ARD VARK , 
published by A A R D V A R K  PUBLICATIONS, INC., Chicago 11, Illinois. 
Taken from the A utum n issue, 1963, Vol. 2, No. 3.)
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AN ENGLISH PROFESSOR CORRECTS SHAKESPEARE
Will Shakespeare
English 101
(Tg_J>e o r n o t  to b e p Q ) ( ( h a t  is the questionJ  
W h eth err t i s jn ob le r  in the mind to suffer 
The f l in g s  and arrows of outrageous fortune )̂—
Or to take arms against  a f s e ^ of troubles  
And by opposin^ ^ ^ i e m } _ ^  d ie , to s l e e p — 
No more —  and b y ( a^sleep to say we end^  
Theyiear tache)  and the thousand (natural shock? 
That^ f l e s h  is heir~t£^)^T ^  a {consummation) 
Devoutly to be wished.  To die, to s leep  —
To s leep  — (perchancp to dream; (ay)  there’s th 
For in that s leep  of death what(foeams)may con 
When we have_/£fm f f l e ^ o f f} th is  mortal ^ o i T }  
Must give us pause A  The re’s the r e s p e c t }  ^  







Clinging to the wooden part of a steel pick,
He tore a path into the black of the wall before him. 
Sweat was on his face and chest and back and legs,
And he blinked away a salty drop as he cut into the coal.
The light on his head, which scanned the coal 
To guide him as he worked,
Gave to the wall a sense of depth 
That seemed to make it live.
The point of the pick tore into the wall,
And brought down chunks which fell to the floor,




Day after day w ith a moan—
Live in the dark,
Die in the dark,
Rot in the dark all alone.
He smashed the face and dropped the wall 
In smaller chunks upon the floor,
And threw  them  into a rusty car 
That rolled them  into the sun.
That night, when work for the day was through,
He lay on his back w ith open eyes 
And saw the face, and heard the laugh,
And felt the bite of the words:
Swing upon swing,
Ton upon ton,
Day after day w ith a moan—
Live in the dark,
Die in the dark,
Rot in the dark, all alone.
The morning sun was on his back;
Before him was the hole
That reached into the mountainside
To draw the coal from the mine.
Before him stretched a road of black—
Of lower grades, dumped to waste.
It seemed to die, when brought to the light 
Like a bird from the air, w ith feathers trimmed,
Nailed to a stake or a fence.
He stepped into the tunnel,
And was swallowed from the light.
He thought of Jonah in the whale,
When he saw the wooden beams.
The m outh was but a speck behind,
A steady, distant star,
When he felt a trem or deep within 
That hill of living coal.
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He felt his world shiver,
As if to shake the cold.
He saw a tim ber ja r aside 
And tum ble to the ground.
It h it near his feet and rolled away.
Then he heard a “crack” like breaking ice.
He jum ped aside and hugged the wall,
As a rum bling mass of black came down beside him.
The m ountain quaked, as if to yawn,
And strained a bit to wake itself,
And dumped a hundred tons of coal 
Between him and the light.
He stopped . . . And like a hunter,
W ith a fresh-shot deer,
Approached w ith his pick, muscles tensed,
In case it should start again.
He swung his pick into the slide 
And dragged the coal toward him,
Only to hear as much or more 
Slide down to take its place.
In the silence—in the darkness,
Against the wall of coal,
He thought and searched, to find a way 
To escape tha t solemn hell.
Gases from the sweating coal 
Filled the air he’d used before.
He knew the air would soon be gone,
And w ith it, he would be.
“Don’t leave me here to die alone,
W ithin this barren cell;
Let me see in the sun again,
And see the birds in a big green tree.
Let me hear a brook trip  over rocks,
And splash and laugh and trip  again.
Let me count the stars above,
And smell the clover in a field.
Let me hear a song and taste sweet wine,
And lie in a bed th a t’s soft and warm,
And feel again a kiss or two,
Or three or four, but just a few.”
He lay on the coal and closed his eyes,
And was slowly lulled to sleep 
By the steady click of helpless picks,
Which drum  eternally:
Swing upon swing,
Ton upon ton,
Day after day w ith a moan—
Live in the dark,
Die in the dark,






It is fall, and I am a senior. Tomorrow the 
halls of Bushmiller W alters University will 
grow lush w ith the presence of the new crop: 
the bouncy and gay, eager for the joys of 
collegiate existence; the shy and retiring, 
pink from the provinces; the grave and se­
rious, ready for education and experience— 
a veritable county fair exhibition of the most 
apealing, colorful roundness and freshness. 
Tomorrow I will judge the display, making 
careful selection of those who will qualify 
for the final round—the taste.
Before me, spread on my battered desk, is 
the record of the blue ribbon winners; the 
finest, ripest and most delectably satisfying 
of the last three crops. A precise register of 
those consumed, discarded or still available 
for the—for the midnight snack.
My only brother stands beside me. He is 
finally here, a new freshman. Long have I 
waited for this day. Flesh of my flesh, blood 
of my blood, come from the fields of my fa­
ther to share w ith me the catacombs of my 
basement apartment, the rent, the grocery 
bill, and finally, the long-guarded secrets of 
my file.
I watch with pride as Brother John’s eager 
eyes dart over the cards, each one a symbolic 
sonnet, a song, a portrait of pursuit and plun­
der.
“W hat’s all this stuff mean?” he asks. “The 
numbers and letters and all?”
“Brother John,” I say, my voice husky with 
emotion, “the time has come for you to know 
the code: the mysteries long sealed in the 
dark, fetid recesses of your brother’s mind. 
Tomorrow is freshman registration day, the 
beginning of a new season; and you will learn 
the game at the hands of the master.” He 
blushes with pleasure; his eyes sparkle.
“No problem,” he says. “I can memorize 
the code in nothin’ flat, and Bam!! I ’ve got it.
No sweat.” He grins this wide, innocent grin 
of his. Poor waif, no understanding, no com­
prehension.
“Brother John, Brother John,” I say pa­
tiently, “the game is not learned by a feat of 
mere rote memory. The cards and the code 
are used only to record. W hat I will inculcate 
in you is the intricate process of recording 
the m aterial which is to be recorded. This is 
the feat, the task.” He shuffles, embarrassed, 
sorting through the cards.
He is ready. The time has come. I get up 
and shut the door. It has a double bolt. I 
select a card and we hunch together over the 
desk.
“The letters on the left,” I whisper, “these 
stand for various areas of attraction. ‘SH’ for 
sense of humor, T  for intelligence, ‘A’ for 
allowance and so on down the line: ‘O,’ ‘D,’ 
‘XQ,’ ‘B’ and ‘J .’ You can learn these later. 
The numbers next to them  are a rating for 
each area, w ith ten the highest, a difficult 
attainm ent.” He nods, all attention.
“I get that, but w hat are the fru it and vege­
tables for?”
“Ah, the fru it and the vegetables. These 
are symbols for areas of attraction and desir­
ability, or for any negative capacity which 
they might possess. The banana, for example, 
peels easily, but is yellow. The pomegranate 
is seedy and bitter. The apple keeps the doc­
tor away . . . . ” I leaf through the cards, ex­
plaining. “The symbols eliminate the need 
for writing of any kind. You can realize the 
need for secrecy.”
He nods solemnly, taking the cards and 
handling them  w ith religious respect. Sud­
denly he leans closer to the light, “Hey! 
W hat’re these little x ’s on the corners of 
some of the cards?”
“Brother John,” I say, smiling as a flood 
of memories assaults me, “there are some
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things which are best held by only a single 
m ind.” I chuckle. “Now, back to the business 
at hand. My boy, you w ill notice tha t on the 
back of each card are names, telephone num ­
bers and assorted information. You will fu r­
ther notice,” I cannot suppress a grin of t r i ­
umph here, “tha t this inform ation is w ritten  
in the handw riting of the selectee involved. 
You shall see how this is accomplished.” I 
hand him a packet of new blank cards and 
point to the typew riter.
“You will type ‘name, age, dorm num ber, 
room num ber and telephone num ber’ on each 
card. Be sure to leave space by each word so 
that the inform ation can be filled in by the 
applicants for our,” I chuckle, “little  club. 
On the other side of the card, type ‘favorite 
food, pet peeve, favorite movie sta r’ and a 
few other appropriately nauseating questions. 
These w ill lend validity to the questionnaire.”
“They w ill w hat?”
“Come, come, B rother John. In order to get 
the applicants to fill out the cards, they m ust 
seem to have some use, some utility. And— 
oh yes, press your suit. Anyone in a suit on 
freshm an registration day is an official— 
especially if he carries a handful of cards.”
B rother John shakes his head slowly and 
begins to type as I restack m y cards. My 
mind begins constructing images of the new 
ones, standing restlessly in the long lines of 
registration, lined up, waiting. A m adm an’s 
dream, yet, a reality. I chuckle.
We are in the gymnasium, the registration 
center. The beginnings of the first lines de­
tach themselves from  the anxious, scurrying 
tangle of freshmen. I go to the last desk, the 
final checkout point, which is m anned by an 
upperclass honor student. B rother John, the 
silent, sincere apostle is at my heels. I smile 
my boyish smile, leaning first on one leg and 
then on the other, my hands clasped behind 
me. She looks up, smiling, and I watch in 
horror as the smile m elts into a demented 
medusa gaze. The hate is profound, adm ir­
able.
“You!” She hisses. “Go peddle your por­
nography; I’m busy.” She turns viciously 
back to her work, breaking her pencil lead.
I ’m used to hate. I ’m me, and one learns 
to live w ith such things. But there are de­
grees, and a hate like this is not soon for­
gotten. A deluge of recollections race to my 
mind faster than Anacin. Spring . . .  a party
. . . beer, lots of beer . . . desire . . .  a fatal 
lack of selection. I realize. I adapt, adjust, 
hoping Brother John is perceptive. I say: 
“Look, I ’m doing this thing for the school 
paper, an interview  of the freshm an women; 
and I was hoping you’d help me out.” I give 
her the m y-group-has-twenty-seven-percent- 
fewer-cavities smile, but she is not moved.
“You’re working for the paper? You, con­
tributing  to the culture of BushWa U?” Her 
quivering voice holds incredulity as a basket 
holds apples. I draw  myself up.
“There is m uch you do not know of me.” 
I say. “Much.” She m entally scrambles for 
the nonexistent meaning of this statement. 
I attack. “You will please hand one of these 
cards to every girl who gives you a small 
pink slip. You will have each girl fill out 
the card and give it back to you. I will pick 
up the cards from you at the end of the day.” 
Her m outh works. “For culture.” I say, bow­
ing slightly. I leave.
People will do anything they are told, how­
ever ridiculous, so long as they do not have 
the opportunity of justifying their not doing 
it. I say this to myself, thinking to tell 
B rother John.
“Brother John,” I say. “It will benefit you 
to know and rem em ber that—”
“W hat’re these pink slips you were talking 
about?” he whispers. I reach in my pocket 
and draw  forth a handful of pink paper. 
“But—but,” says Brother John, “you can’t 
just walk up to people and give them  pieces 
of paper and tell them  to—”
“W atch.” I say, one eyebrow cocked su­
avely. I observe the first line. I compare, 
evaluate—select. I approach her. “You are 
a freshm an,” I state briskly, t h u m b i n g  
through the pink slips. She turns her face 
toward me, frightened.
“Yes.” It is a statem ent of guilt, not of 
assent. Newcomers always feel guilty, and 
their guilt breeds a desire to please. They are 
a the mercy of the enlightened ones. I m ust 
tell this to B rother John, I think to myself. 
I hand the girl a slip.
“You will hand this in at the final desk 
of the registration line.”
“Yes, sir,” she says, cringing. I give her an 
indulgent smile and move back to Brother 
John.
“But w hat’ll I say if they ask w hat the 
slips are for?” he asks, tugging at my sleeve. 
Sometimes Brother John does not seem to be
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possessed of the capacities which his lineage 
would indicate one could expect.
“The imagination,” I say, “Use the imagi­
nation. Tell them  it’s a contest or a poll or 
something. But remember, selectivity is the 
watchword. Pick only those who are worthy 
of the file. You take the brunettes and the 
redheads, I ’ll take all the others. When all 
prospects have been taken care of, then you 
must register yourself.” I move away. The 
gymnasium becomes a gigantic slave market, 
and in my hand, the gold of Solomon. I 
chuckle.
It has been a long and gratifying day. A 
good crop, large enough to support two. I 
fondle the newly acquired cards, putting them  
one by one into the 64-65 section of the file. 
Brother John bursts in. There is a smile on 
his face like a Dial user on T.V.: joyful, 
beatific.
“You will be proud of me,” he says, beam­
ing all over the room like a lighthouse. “You 
will be proud of your brother.” He reels 
drunkenly around the room, dropping his suit 
in little heaps on the floor.
“Of course,” I say. “I am sure tha t you will 
be a credit to—”
“I don’t mean will be. I mean right now. 
I m et a girl. I’ve got a date, and it’s only the 
first day.” He stands back, glowing, waiting 
for applause. I try  to conceal my displeasure.
“But Brother John,” I explain. “Today is 
the day for collection, for the accumulation 
of data. We cannot take time to—”
“But wait till you see her. His breath comes 
short; his eyes roll back out of sight. “She is 
out of control. P re tty—you don’t know  how 
pretty  she is. And nice and sweet and—out 
of control.”
“You are yet a novice,” I say soothingly, 
“an apprentice; you must stick w ith the file 
and the guidance of—”
“But this is different. She’s not a fresh­
man. I met her while I was walking home. 
She gave me a ride in this—this—Man, what 
a car. Maybe you know her. You m ust know 
her. Her name is Judith .”
“You are yet a sheep in wolf’s clothing,” 
I continue. “The metamorphosis will take 
time. We must—” A bomb of recognition 
explodes in my head, and from the fallout, 
the sickness of knowledge.—”
“This Judith ,” I rasp, “she is tall and lithe 
and an easy ten in the ‘B’ column?” He nods,
his eyes closed in rapturous remembrance. 
“Hair that would make a Breck lady look like 
a refugee? Eyes the color of an empty Coke 
bottle?” He nods a vacant, moony nod to 
each question, and each nod is a tw ist Otti 
the wooden stake which rends my heart.
“Do you know her???” He is frenzied; his 
words walk on one another. “How old is 
she??? W hat’s she like??? W hat is—” I hold 
up my hand and tu rn  away, my eyes misting 
w ith compassion. My only brother, wounded, 
wounded on the first day of the battle—and 
under my command.
“Brother John,” I say finally, emotion 
strangling my voice. “I see tha t I m ust tell 
you the story of Judith. I do it only for you, 
painful as it will be for me, so tha t you will 
avoid the suffering and the frustration of your 
brother.” I go to the door and lock both 
bolts, thankful tha t my bitterness and my 
shame will fall only on the ears of my brother.
“She was among the crop last year,” I be­
gin, “not a freshman, but a new student, and 
therefore eligible for the file. She had taken 
the bait, the slip, had filled out the card and 
sat in my file, awaiting the day of initiation. 
Even among the many in the lines she had 
struck me as extraordinary, but I had no rea­
son to suspect, as I filed her card, tha t she 
woud be the bane of my existence, the force 
that would nearly upset the regularity  and 
precision of my ordered life.
“Everything seemed to go badly w ith this 
Judith. I was on card num ber thirteen; a 
month of the first quarter had gone by. I saw 
the name, Judith  Pearson on the card, but I 
had no way of associating it w ith one of the 
faces who had accepted the slips; so, as I 
called, I did not know it was to be she.”
“Hello,” I said to the anxious voice that 
answered the dorm phone. “May I speak to 
Judith  Pearson” The tone of the girl’s reply 
told me tha t there had been many calls for 
this Judith, and that the girl who answered 
lived near the floor phone. A hundred frus­
trations a day, the ugly ones always live near 
the phone.
“ ‘Hello?’ The voice, it was too casual, too 
sweet, too feminine to be real.
“ ‘Hello’ I said, m aintaining my composure. 
‘Is this Judith  Pearson?’ I made my voice 
deep and interesting and precicse, yet with a 
suggestion of nervous trem or, so that I would 
not seem overconfident.
“ ‘Yes, this is Jud ith .’ There was a trace,
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the light then; but no, I waited until she was 
ready.
“I work under a rigid set of self-imposed 
rules. Rule num ber one: during the second 
date I establish myself as the pursued. Rule 
num ber two: the th ird  date, never before the 
third and never later than the fourth is ‘X ’ 
night.” B rother John smiles, remembering 
the cards. “I had nearly broken rule num ber 
two tha t first night, at least it seemed to me 
as if I could have; but I had not become the 
pursued. I would rem em ber the rule and stop 
pursuing, and she would pursue until I was 
pursuing again. Then came the th ird  date, 
which, by the way, I waited for; then the 
fourth, and the fifth  and the sixth; and I was 
still pursuing, faster and faster, w ith her 
always just out of reach. Finally I realized 
the truth. But it was too late—she had won.” 
I collapse at the desk, my head in my hands. 
Brother John seems puzzled.
“So you got taken once. So w hat?” He 
gestures toward the file. “The odds were 
bound to catch up w ith you eventually. Why 
the panic?”
“You don’t understand,” I moan. “An acci­
dent, a mistake would be fine, even ordinary, 
but this Jud ith  is not just an- ordinary girl. 
She is a—a collector. A trafficker in human 
souls. She collects men as you and I might 
collect—” I scramble for a word.
“Women?” Offers B rother John.
“This is not the same thing. We men have 
a handicap. We are—we are men. But she 
—she has no scruples. The advantage is all 
hers and she uses it. She cheats. She is the 
worst of womankind, the lowest of her cursed 
flesh. B rother John, by the end of last year 
she had collected twenty-seven proposals of 
marriage, and enough high school class rings 
to start a private Fort Knox.”
“Oh, I get the picture,” says Brother John. 
“You mean you proposed.”
“Negative!! Negative!!” I shout, leaping 
up from the desk.
“Well, I know you haven’t had your class 
ring for years, so w hat’s your crisis?” 
“W hat’s my crisis?” I shriek. “W hat’s my 
crisis??” I was tricked, duped. It is the prin­
ciple. She uses her money, her car, her— 
her—fem ininity  to collect men. When a man 
has given his ring or his word, he is com­
mitted. It is a symbol of dedication. She 
is collecting symbolic slaves. And now she’s
(Continued on page 38)
just a trace of amusement in her voice. She 
was getting a vision of me: wide-eyed, sin­
cere, sweaty-handed—gripping the phone like 
it was a live snake. I chuckled to myself. 
This was as it should be.
“ ‘Judith, this is Ron Demming.’ I always 
hit them w ith the worst first. By this time 
the upperclass girls had made all the new­
comers aware of me w ith their horror stories. 
Girls do this the first night in their dormitory 
rooms by way of introduction, the way boys 
gather to tell sm utty stories. A man should 
never worry about his reputation—don’t 
worry about it, nurtu re  it and capitalize on it. 
The bigger the name, the more of a challenge 
it represents to the girl. If they think they 
have anything worth protecting, and they all 
do, they will accept out of their natural desire 
for combat. Even more so w ith this Judith.
“ ‘Oh, really?’ She said when she heard the 
name. Then she blasted me w ith the unex­
pected. ‘Oh, really? I’ve heard about you.’
“I’m stunned! They all know me, all of 
them, but they never admit it—Never! I lose 
all control of my attack.
“ ‘You have?’ I pratted. ‘You have?’ She 
laughed outright this time and my mind went 
soggy.
“ ‘They practically issue pamphlets of w arn­
ing to all the new girls.’ She waited a second 
for a reply, but my voice could only make 
these little clicking sounds. She continued. 
‘Not only that, but I counted your name about 
th irty  times on the lavatory wall—with vari­
ous epithets. I am told to shun you like a 
leper. Do you deserve to be shunned?’
“ ‘Hee Hee Heee’ I said, my sweaty hand 
gripping the phone like it was a live snake. 
‘Tee Hee, you know those girls.’
“ ‘Yes!’ She said gravely. ‘I think it’s just 
awful.’ There was silence. It was my turn 
to speak. I could think of my original goal, 
but not the course I had chosen to reach it.
“ ‘Would you like to go out w ith me?’ I 
finally blurted, wanting to bite off my tongue.
“ ‘I’d love to.’ She said.
“ ‘Thank you.’ I said and hung up. Five 
minutes later I realized that I had not told 
her when.
“After the first date I dashed gleefully 
home to m ark a solid row of tens on the card 
along with the word ‘avocado.’ Immediately 
I called her for a second date, but she made 
me wait a week. She apologized profusely, 
but she made me wait. I should have seen
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THE SACRIFICE
(Continued from  page 5)
have been rum ors going around . |  M Unwill­
ing to be more explicit, she allowed her voice 
to fade off.
Angela’s face still rem ained expressionless 
as she stared into the wom an’s brown, anxious 
eyes. Then she spoke, her voice quiet and 
filled w ith meaning. “Lots of rum ors go 
around this town, M other.”
“Yes—W ell!” Mrs. Dion said brightly. “I 
have the W orthy L itera ture  Society bulletins 
to m ake up tonight. Good-night, dear.” She 
shut the door behind her.
She switched on the kitchen light and 
spread various papers and pam phlets before 
her, still th inking of her conversation w ith 
Angela. “If only there was a way to convince 
her. Archaeology! Hmmph! She doesn’t know 
w hat she’s talking about.”
The array  of papers seemed to glare up 
at her, demanding her attention. Anger, like 
a cooling coal fanned into bright redness, 
began to burn inside her. “Can’t  I even th ink 
about my daughter for two m inutes?” she 
demanded of the im patient w hite sheets. And 
then something else occurred to her. W hy am 
I working on this? Some of the other women 
should have helped. They don’t realize how 
much time I put in on— She felt the terrify ­
ing bite of doubt s ta rt to rise w ith menacing 
swiftness, and her m ind clawed frantically  to 
keep from  falling off the cliff of equanimity. 
But this was m y  idea— m y  plan! she w anted 
to cry. She snatched up a pam phlet and 
clutched it to her. W hirling out of the chair, 
she turned  to face the fram ed piece of paper 
on the wall over the cupboard. On it were 
the words “Louise M undorf—Bachelor of A rts 
—June 5, 1940” in raised, gold letters.
“NO!” This isn’t right!” she screamed, her 
voice a wild frenzy. She th rust the pam phlet 
towards the accusing document opposite her. 
“See this!” her voice shrieked as she stood 
shaking the papers in her hand, “this and 
these papers behind me,” she waved her free 
hand to the table, keeping her eyes fixed 
on the degree, “are going to help me to do 
the greatest service to this community that 
it has ever had! A fter I clean up the filthy 
books in Thornton, all the parents w ill be 
forever grateful—” Her college degree stared 
back coldly, and her voice faltered, then con­
tinued, “—w hat finer thing could I do than 
to w ork for the good of the whole—”
“M other!” a voice shrilled, and Louise 
Dion’s entire  body stiffened. Only a few 
confused seconds passed while varied emo­
tions tum bled over one another, un til all were 
dispelled bu t one. Anger swelled and ex­
ploded trium phantly , and she spun around to 
her astonished daughter.
“W hat do you m ean—bursting in on me 
like this!”
Angela drew  back from  the doorway, but 
her eyes rem ained fixed on her m other, as if 
she were spellbound. Even more infuriated 
by being stared at, Mrs. Dion raised her voice 
to an enraged shout.
“Can’t I have my privacy! A couple of 
hours to myself, after an entire day of work 
for others, and then this!” Suddenly an odd 
feeling of pleasure stepped up and took its 
place beside her anger w hile she stood glow­
ering at the amazed, cringing girl before her. 
An ominous silence seemed to ricochet off 
the walls. For the first tim e Angela cast her 
eyes away from her m other and, fixing them  
on the floor, was finally able to speak.
“Gee, M other—’’she pleaded, “I just thought 
something was wrong—that som ething had 
happened—”
The wom an’s eyes glared trium phantly. 
“Well,” she snarled, an angry sm irk on her 
face, “I was just reading my speech! See?” 
and she smacked the pam phlet against her 
palm.
“Sorry—I’m sorry—I’ll go now—” the girl 
faltered and fled.
“Thank you!”
Once again alone, she sat down w ith satis­
faction to her work. “Not a m om ent’s peace,” 
she m uttered. “I give up so m uch to be able 
to help those around me th a t you’d think 
they would give me one-half hour to myself. 
Well, at any rate, tha t will be a good lesson 
for her!”
Her mind cleared of any vexation, she re­
turned  to the task before her. The list of 
books unfit for youth’s consumption was al­
most complete. W ith a sense of fulfillm ent 
she wrote at the bottom  of the list: Crime 
and Punishm ent, Dostoevsky. And under 
“Reason why book is unsatisfactory,” she 
wrote: “Prostitution is placed in a favorable 
l i g h t -------”
When Shelley came home and kissed her 
good-night, she glanced at the clock and
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realized she had been working for almost two 
hours. She suddenly felt exhausted and 
slumped back into the angular kitchen chair, 
sighing and shaking her head.
W hat a day this has been, she thought. It 
was un-Christian to quarrel w ith Angela, but 
it was for her own good. She’s been acting 
so strangely lately—probably unsure about 
w hat she’ll take up in college. If only she 
would teach—teach in the arts—so stim ulat­
ing—so beneficial—
She m editatively drew the papers together 
and tapped the edges into neat conformity. If 
there was only a way to show her—I need 
someone else. Doctor would just as soon she 
go into science like her sister. I need some­
one else who loves the arts as much as I— 
someone who has great influence over her.
Suddenly she clapped her hands in realiza­
tion, and the sheath of papers fell in disarray 
to the table. “W hy didn’t I th ink  of it before!” 
she m arvelled aloud. “Mr. Leighton!”
She snapped off the kitchen light and 
guided herself through the dark to the bed­
room. She had completely forgotten that she 
had run  from  that room only a few hours 
before.
During the next few weeks, Mrs. Dion was 
occupied w ith the organization and activities 
of the W orthy L itera tu re  Society, of which 
she was the founder and chairman. There 
were already th irty-four members, and they 
distributed the blue, mimeographed bulletins 
house to house for the campaign. Most of the 
people they visited were aware of the situa­
tion; but some, the new er residents of Thorn­
ton, were confused and hesitant. But they 
finally agreed to help in the campaign when 
the Society m em bers cited the Christian 
principles behind keeping “unw orthy and 
dangerous litera tu re  from touching our chil­
dren’s hands.”
When Mrs. Dion was sure the community 
was behind her, she and nine other women 
appeared in the local drugstore and asked 
that they be able to peruse all the literature 
which was for sale there. The proprietor, a 
bent old man who enjoyed his little  monopoly 
and knew by experience w hat could happen 
if he did not yield to public opinion, quietly 
complied and retired  to the drug counter.
The women were not content to skim each 
book but instead read almost every page 
thoroughly, making certain tha t no evil or
suggestive word in all its contamination 
lurked furtively in a margin. The process 
took m any hours, and at the end of the day 
Mrs. Dion asked the old man not to retain 
in stock those books they had selected, and 
that he furtherm ore, for the good of the 
children in this Christian community, would 
please not order any more of th a t nature. 
Their mission accomplished, the women left 
trium phantly, w ith a strange look of pleasure 
on their faces.
After that, Mrs. Dion discovered that there 
was little more for the society to do. The 
small, undernourished high school library 
was filled mainly w ith the donations of the 
community churches and the American 
Legion; and she was satisfied w ith the titles 
which were variations on her two favorites, 
Eternal Life  or Destroy Communism.
She was glad that she would now have time 
to herself, as something was troubling her. 
During the course of the W orthy L iterature 
Society activities and the m any discussions 
concerning literature and religion, the sub­
ject of Mr. Leighton had been brought up. 
She had previously passed off the light 
scandal concerning his choice of books for the 
high school students, determ ined that she 
would defend an English teacher. But now 
she had heard something else. Mr. Leighton 
and his wife did not attend any of the 
churches in the community.
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As Mr. Leighton offered her the chair at 
the side of his large desk which stood before 
the empty, uniform rows of smaller ones, she 
sensed that he was very much at ease. When 
she had first entered and told him she wished 
to speak of “several m atters, and not just that 
of my child,” he had simply nodded and mo­
tioned for her to be seated.
He leaned back, his arm  draped over the 
back of the chair, waiting. Had Mrs. Dion 
been able to see inside the man opposite her, 
she perhaps would have felt some apprehen­
sion. For as he waited for her to get settled, 
he watched her face, lined only as a counte­
nance can be when it is intent w ith purpose, 
and thought about Angela Dion’s story, which 
he had read only a few days ago. He recalled 
the strange tone of Angela’s manuscript: the 
abundant use of profanity—overwhelming, 
almost frantic; and the m other of the story— 
beaten to death by her son.
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“Mr. Leighton,” she began, watching his 
clear eyes, “my daughters cannot say enough 
good about you. Doctor and I are very pleased 
w ith the fine work you’ve been doing. You’ve 
brought in a whole new realm for them .” She 
waited for him to speak, but he only smiled 
faintly, his mouth the only curve in his thin, 
angular face. She continued. “Shelley, my 
youngest, is going into science. I am, frankly, 
hoping that Angela should go into teaching, 
preferably English. I ’ll get straight to the 
point. I want you to help me persuade Angela 
to go into the field.”
He sat up and leaned on the old, badly 
m arred desk, his face serious. “I understand, 
Mrs. Dion, that you are a form er English 
teacher.”
Her hands tightened on her purse, but she 
answered calmly. “Yes, I taught a little  be­
fore I got m arried.”
His smile was gentle and sincere. “Then 
you must know that a teacher makes many 
mistakes in his first year of teaching. But 
there is one mistake I won’t let myself make.” 
She frowned, unable to ascertain his m ean­
ing.
The buzzer below the clock sounded a rude 
interruption in the quiet schoolroom. Not 
noticing the disturbing interference, Mr. 
Leighton continued, his chin resting on his 
clasped hands.
“Students should be guided, not forced, Mrs. 
Dion.” She tried to object, but he went on. 
“Now, I realize that for some reason it is 
very im portant to you that Angela choose 
English for her career. And I can show her 
what English has to offer. But I cannot use 
propaganda on her. If she were not actually 
suited for it, it could be very harm ful to her 
development. I’m sure you understand.” 
She’d had teachers like this before—unwill­
ing to cooperate and do what the parent knew 
was best for their children. She sat up 
straighter in her chair and smiled faintly, 
her eyes narrowing. “I understand perfectly, 
Mr. Leighton. I just thought you would be 
willing to help after all I’ve done for you.” 
He looked a little surprised and faintly 
curious. But that was all. His composure 
caught her off-guard for a second, but then 
her anger, m ated w ith resentment, broke 
against him. “While the other parents were 
carving you to pieces for your choice of books 
for the children, I stood up in your defense!” 
He seemed to digest this for a moment
and then began putting papers into his desk. 
W ithout looking at her, he spoke, his voice 
quiet, his meaning poignant. “I don’t  believe 
that it is necessary for anyone to come to 
my defense, since w hat I am doing is, I 
believe, right.”
Her m outh set in a grim line. “Mr. Leigh­
ton,” her voice was cold and hard, “there is 
one more point I would like to clear up, and, 
since you are teaching my children, I think I 
have a right to know. Your religious convic­
tions have never been clear since the time 
you came, and I see no evidence of you or 
your wife participating in any church activi­
ties. Would you care to answer that?”
He sensed the victory in her tone, and for 
the first time a tiny spark was in his eyes. 
But his voice was the same. “Convictions 
such as these should be kept on a personal 
level, Mrs. Dion.”
Their eyes met, and she stood up. “I must 
warn you, Mr. Leighton, that you are a public 
servant. That is all.” She turned  and walked 
brusquely out of the room.
Several of the neighbor women came over 
for coffee a few days later, glad to accept her 
invitation to be free from slobbering babies 
and tedious housework. As they made them ­
selves comfortable, Mrs. Dion busied herself 
w ith the china cups in the kitchen and 
listened to the conversation.
“No cream and sugar for me, Mary—on a 
diet. Yes, Bobby says he’s ‘having a ball’ in 
the class, according to kids’ jargon. He cer­
tainly did bring home a funny report the 
other day, though.”
Several women oh’d and ah’d, leaning for­
ward in their chairs and urging the speaker 
on.
The woman, realizing that she was the 
center of attention, brought forth a new 
enthusiasm, but hushed her voice. “Yes, he 
said that they had a discussion period about 
religion—said—’ ’
There was a crash of dishes in the kitchen, 
and w ith an excited flu rry  Mrs. Dion rushed 
into the room. Her eyes were strangely 
bright, and the women recoiled slightly, con­
fused at her reaction to the speaker’s words.
“In SCHOOL?” she demanded. “They dis­
cussed RELIGION in SCHOOL?”
The women suddenly felt uncomfortable 
and unsure, and they turned to the small, 
blonde woman who had just been speaking. 
She in tu rn  sent a panic-stricken look around
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the room before continuing. “Well, Bobby 
was saying they had a discussion—about re­
ligion—in Mr. Leighton’s class.” She vainly 
hoped this would be enough information, as 
she was not an aggressive person and usually 
took in inform ation instead of giving it.
But Mrs. Dion would not settle for this. 
She waved her hands im patiently. “Well, 
what happened?” The other women regarded 
her agitation in dismay. Nothing bad could 
happen when people were discussing religion, 
they had always figured.
The usually quiet, passive woman saw she 
had to say more. “I—don’t think anything 
happened. I guess Mr. Leighton told them 
about other prophets in other religions—that 
other religions besides C hristianity do exist 
and that they don’t consider Jesus a saviour. 
I thought it was all right, because Bobby 
wasn’t upset or anything—he just said that 
he realized other places worshipped in dif­
ferent ways than they do here—” She looked 
around pleadingly, unable to understand what 
good it would do to say this.
Mrs. Dion threw  her arm s out towards the 
bewildered women. “Can’t you see?” she 
shrieked. “Can’t you see w hat this man is?” 
The confused women only stared at her, sure 
that somehow, something m ust be terribly 
wrong.
“He’s an atheist!” she screamed, and her 
eyes darted sharply from person to person. 
The women gasped and began talking loudly, 
indiscernibly, to each other.
Mrs. Dion frowned desperately, exaspe­
rated w ith the slower minds of the others; 
then she made her final blow.
“An atheist teaching our children!” she 
shouted, and her voice pierced through the 
frightened warblings of the others. At this 
statem ent the women came to life. They stood 
up like soldiers, ready for the battle.











Rain was falling gently when she walked 
out of the nearly deserted schoolhouse, and 
she swung her purse at her side, feeling that 
the cool soft drops were a good omen. A 
shiver of delight ran through her to hear the 
tapping sounds on the car roof; and she leaned 
back in the seat in satisfaction, unwilling to 
sta rt the car and go home quite yet.
It had been a long night—but the teacher 
had offered no effective resistance. She had 
been surprised upon entering the auditorium 
stage that so many people were there. The 
women helping her surely had done their part.
She switched on the ignition, feeling a great 
desire just to drive and think in her happiness.
Why not? she asked herself. Why not? 
I ’ll just drive up on the hill behind the 
hospital. I deserve a little time to myself!
The lights glittered sparsely below as she 
stepped out of the car, not noticing how the 
few brave blades of grass clung w etly to her 
legs. She wanted to laugh and cry all at 
once as she stared down at the town. “I ’ve 
saved you again, Thornton,” she said gaily, 
the elation growing. She wanted to stretch 
out her arms as if they were wings protecting 
Thornton, hovering over it in times of need. 
The unfit books had been eliminated, that 
wicked teacher removed—
As the drops of rain hit her face, and as she 
gazed at the strip of glistening black highway 
running through the lights below, she felt a 
great glow of pride. For only a second did a 
wrenching pang of feeling cloud her thoughts, 
but then it was gone.
There were all sorts of im portant things 
to do now. “If I could get on the schoolboard 
this year — then consolidation — and those 
other projects — ahh!” she sighed happily. 
“There’s so much to do!”
She turned back to the car, ideas forming 
in her mind; and as she drove down the rough 
graveled road towards home, she smiled. £
This is the year of the Unicorn 
who w ith blunted horn 
will rape no maidens 
and who will
if very fortunate 
escape the already encircling hunters 
who will





(Continued from page 10) 
common to all men was the changing of the 
weather w ith the different seasons, and so 
they introduced into nearly all their poems 
what is known as a “ki,” or season. In most 
of their haiku there is some word or expres­
sion that indicates the time of year, and so 
forms a background for the image being 
impressed into the reader’s mind. Such a 
“ki” may be the definite naming of a season 
like “summer heat” or “w inter wind,” or a 
mere suggestion, like a reference to orange 
blossoms or snow. The custom of using “ki” 
has hardened into an almost inviolable rule, 
and most modern collections of haiku arrange 
their contents according to the seasons to 
which the poems refer.
Many haiku evoke associations by refer­
ences to Buddhist beliefs, to social customs, 
and to episodes in Japanese history that every 
Japanese would know. Unfortunately, these 
references would be as unintelligible to the 
W estern reader as the connotation of Easter 
or Thanksgiving would be to the average 
Japanese.
Besides these, there is another form of asso­
ciation of ideas to which considerable atten­
tion may be drawn. This is the comparison 
of two or more ideas expressed in a single 
haiku. This association of ideas is relatively 
recent, however, and is not found in the great 
classics of the haiku masters.
Haiku have a simplicity that is deceptive 
w ith regard to both their depth of content 
and their origins; therefore, haiku requires 
one’s most profound spiritual appreciation, 
for they represent a whole world, the Eastern 
World, of religious and poetic experience. 
Haiku is the final flower of all Eastern cul­
ture; it is not like anything else—haiku is 
haiku, with its own unw ritten laws and stand­
ards, its aims and achievements. Its faults 
are a tendency toward sentiment, but it avoids 
lyricism and mind-coloring.
The aim of haiku is to bestow on things 
the poetic life which they already possess in 
their own right. The essential simplicity of 
haiku must never be forgotten. The sun 
shines, snow falls, mountains rise, and valleys 
sink, night deepens and pales into day—but 
very seldom does one attend to such things. 
When one grasps the inexpressible meaning 
of these things, this is life.
There are 13 basic characteristics of the 
state of mind which the creation and ap­
preciation of haiku demand. These follow 
w ith examples of haiku that exemplify the 
individual characteristic:
1. Selflessness:
The butterfly  having disappeared 
My spirit






Blowing from the west,
Fallen leaves gather
in the East. (Buson)
4. Wordlessness:
They spoke no word.
The visitor, the host,
And the white chrysanthemum.
5. Non-intellectuality:
New Year’s Day:
W hat I feel, has been too much 








But slowly, slowly. (Issa)
8. Freedom:
It is evening, autum n;
1 think only
Of my parents. (Buson)
9. Non-morality:
Not a single stone
To throw at the dog,—
The w intry moon. (Taigi)
10. Simplicity:
The Rose of Sharon 
By the roadside,
Was eaten by the horse. (Basho)
11. M ateriality:
At night, happiness;
In the daytime, quietness,—
Spring rain. (Chora)
12. Love:
Shutting the great temple gate,
Creak! it goes:
An autum n evening. (Shiki)
13. Courage:
Do not deal w ith men;
28-
Deal w ith heaven.
It makes us intim ate. (Takamori) 
Upon glancing at the preceding haiku, and 
I say glance, because it takes much time and 
study to be able to read comprehensively on 
haiku, you have undoubtedly come across 
the names of Basho, Buson, Issa, and Shiki. 
These men are the four great haiku poets, 
the masters.
One may compare the four poets by the 
following verses, all on the same subject. 
Lodging in one inn,
Together w ith courtezans:
Lespedza flowers and the moon. (Basho) 
Young bamboos;
Courtezans of Hashimoto,
Not there still? (Buson)
The autum n storm;
A prostitute shack,
At 24 cents a time. (Issa)
Near the boat-landing,
A small licensed enclosure;
Cotton-plant flowers. (Shiki)
Basho’s verse does not express directly the 
compassion he felt for the unfortunate 
creatures w ith whom he chanced to lodge. 
By comparing them  to the Lespedeza, and 
to himself or his way of poetry to the moon, 
Basho has glorified both, and lifted them  both 
out of this world into the world of poetry.
Buson is so engrossed w ith the picture, the 
association, so carried back into the distance, 
that the courtezans are symbols of the flour­
ishing hey-day of Hashimoto. Are not these
The proud, lonely Soul 
Quivers, hurting in the tower of Myself 
Gathering the courage once more 
To grant entry  to another.
women still there, plying their trade, by the 
young bamboos that grow in profusion as of 
old? The things of long ago seem as if they 
had never passed away.
In contrast to these, Issa gives a picture of 
life, in which the only artistic element is the 
selection of his material. The useless, wild, 
wanton wind of autum n is blowing. The 
shabby, flimsy building, the hard-eyed, soft- 
skinned women, even the price for which they 
earn their daily sustenance, all are put forth 
before the reader, w ith no comments added. 
Issa does this and yet still brings out more 
meaning than his contemporaries could ever 
hope to.
Shiki goes back to Buson. In reaction to 
the feeble pointless poets of his time who 
supposed themselves to be followers of Basho, 
Shiki affirms in theory and practice that one 
must follow nature, in its outward manifes­
tations. Shiki’s verse, above all, shows the 
small wharf, the enclosure w ith it indefinable 
but unm istakable atmosphere, and the white 
flowers of the cottonplant. This is a picture 
of life, but is their any depth to it?
Haiku is a m ultitude of things. It gives 
forth its wealth generously, not asking ques­
tions in return. Reginald Blyth, one of the 
foremost Occidental authorities of haiku, per­
haps best sums up the essence of haiku:
“. . . It is a hand beckoning, 
a door half-opened,





to feast no longer 
at thy table 
richly laden 
for thy way 
though love 
would bind me there 
i who’ve flown 
with aphrodite’s wings 
may not be stayed 
but m ust be wooed 
also flying
Masochist
he grasps love’s heart 
in fear-gripped clutch 
prods unm ercifully 
the love-bloomed softness 
to fathom  her depth 
crying brokenly 
as she closes
the delicate perfum ed regions
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Jane Bailey
SN O W STO RM
Wire grey 
the grey trees
spring through tim e’s comfort 
craving nothing not less geometrical 
nor nothing not more shapen 
than the whitening blanket 
rapt around their gaunt hands.
This will fall. And break at last 
into the season’s crust.
(Runner pause.
Be silent.
Watch the shore fall past.)
For joy to the eye, an anchor to the heart, 
zero the sand, the shifting element, is 
free of soil—
motion insinuated behind the eye 
of motion past a runner who m ust hesitate.
(Off Cape Hatteras, an ice storm; 
boat and men and oars into a single crystal toy 
washed ashore—the same ocean that patiently summers 
among the form of ancient wrecks.)
W hat is only mind-physics,
mind-geometry,
has not got to earth yet,
nor root.
It will wash.
But this season shall die again 
upon its ornament—
geometries resolved into stream and moss.
We sleep cold into life and
find new shapes drawn around the centers.
Orchids w rithe in the frost.
Winds howl for green message.
A runner frozen in his tracks— 
huge emerald signatures m ark the 
blue w ater of 
a blue pool.
And yet the snow falls. J. F. Logan
Dragons
There will always be dragons in the sea 
And sometime the moon will light their tails 
Moving along the ruffled waters of night. 
Everyone watching for dragons this chilly evening 
Will retu rn  home just a little early 
And sit before the fireplace;
Thinking about all the strange animals 




(Continued from  page 14)
There is nothing peculiar about the scientist 
as scientist, which makes him disposed to 
take care for the good of mankind.
In this connection, w hat is to be com­
manded lacks value and dignity, hence is 
“lower” than tha t w ith reference to which it 
receives value: man, who bestows value on 
objects and who is the only rem aining source 
of value. This is also connected w ith the 
maxim of value freedom in the sciences, that 
is, w hatever value is bestowed on objects, 
they rem ain essentially neutral to value; 
they possess no inherent value. Modern the­
ory is concerned w ith just such valueless ob­
jects—stars, being common things, are lower 
than man, i.e., no guidance as to ends, such 
as happiness, can be derived from  them.
But suppose man  is the object of science— 
as he increasingly is after the Second World 
War in sociology and psychology? Is man 
then lower than himself? W ithout intrinsic 
value? No ends, such as the Good Life, Hap­
piness, can then be derived from man: the 
question about the Good Life becomes im­
possible—at least for the present, Jonas would 
say. He may be too optimistic. Let us look at 
a corresponding phenomenon: the lack of a 
sense of history.
A. Loss of the Sense of History, Insensi­
tiv ity  to Pain.
In a somewhat Nietzschean fram e of refer­
ence, history is nothing but a continuous 
formation and reform ation, at times trans­
formation, of m orality. As such, history is 
either of advantage or disadvantage for hu­
man life. H istory consists in remembering 
and forgetting; its cultivation is a form of 
remembering, the opposite of which is for­
getting. If rem em bering is a form of knowl­
edge, then forgetting is a form of ignorance. 
When is knowledge or ignorance of benefit 
to mankind? This is the basic question again!
Take W estern Germany today: there are 
continuous trials and suicides which create a 
memory and a conscience supposedly bene­
ficial to the present and future generations. 
But can the radical evil at stake here be jus­
tified? According to Nietzsche, history is of 
advantage when it is viewed not prim arily in 
terms of the past, but instead when it is 
viewed in term s of a possible future, hence in 
term s of possible action. I am concerned w ith
the past to the extent that I can better further 
the course of action affirmed in the present, 
which I shall carry out in the future. To 
do this, some of the past m ust be forgotten, 
destroyed. Otherwise there is too much past, 
too great an abundance of the past.
W hat is the result of over-abundance of 
the past? W hat happens when you discover 
tha t all of what I have been saying, for in­
stance, you have heard over and over again 
ad nauseam? Obviously, you have heard it 
over and over again until it has been for­
gotten. As a consequence, an indifference 
arises toward everything, the sine qua non 
of apathy. Everything is the same, a late- 
show re-run of those “tired old subjects” 
fought for again and again—just as the Ko­
rean war was other 20th Century wars fought 
over again to the point where we became in­
different to it. But the horizons have shrunk!
In the face of too much of the same, there 
arises the feeling that we are late-comers 
(Nietzsche) perhaps too late as far as his­
tory goes. Indeed, our sense of history is 
atrophied by this over-satiation. And we are 
“tired.”
Apathy of this sort involves a great deal 
of forgetting. We remember so much, the 
pressure of the past is so great, that the 
dividing line between remembering and for­
getting is blurred and the one becomes the 
other. An ignorance arises, in which history 
becomes a textbook affair to he memorized— 
an educational device which invariably in­
sures forgetting. The attem pt to remember, 
either directly, or indirectly through others, 
fails; lethargy sets in. It is a total forgetting 
in the face of a sameness of which we have 
heard, yet of which we have never heard. A 
confused sort of remembering arises only 
through supreme effort, such as was the case 
w ith Clotilda Adams.
The whole tradition of practised forgetting 
and remembering which is our own cultural 
life and soul is erased in the gluey mass of 
apathy—it is like the shield in the toothpaste 
ad on television: our civilization is finally 
clean and w ith 20% fewer cavities. Except 
that in the midst of apathy we can no longer 
ask the fundam ental questions.
Apathy is the most obvious form of the 
loss of the sense of history; if we no longer 
distinguish memory or remembering from 
forgetting, we no longer possess a conscience. 
Apathy is nothing but the generalized form
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of the man without a conscience, w ith its cor­
relative insensitivity to pain, its satiation of 
violence. Pain, as Dostoievsky and Nietzsche 
have shown, is the basic condition for self- 
consciousness; and self-consciousness, as He­
gel has shown, is the basic condition for a 
sense of history. But even in the 20th Century 
a satiation of pain is possible such that the 
rest of the historical world is shut out, as 
Rilke reveals in his last poem.
Apathy arises out of an experience of too 
much history; in turn, it destroys our sense 
of smell: it creates an indifference to the smell 
of the stench which surrounds us. It protects 
us from any invasion of our privacy, as well 
as the loneliness of contemplation, the asking 
of radical questions. It protects us from pain 
and violence, thriving on triviality  and noise 
—one manifestation of which is the cursory 
reading which goes on all the time, from the 
newspapers to the classics.
3. Conclusion: Apathetic Innocence.
Technological theory and “dehistorized” 
apathy make the asking of basic moral ques­
tions impossible.
Note that, among other things, I have linked 
up apathy and the lack of conscience of an 
Eichmann. I have done this for several rea­
sons. One reason is that they are both facets 
of what we may call a moral blindness. Eich­
mann represents an individual blindness, 
apathy is the mass generalization of that 
blindness. But, so what?
Another reason is that apathy and lack of 
conscience indicate the impossibility of asking 
and accounting for an insensitivity to violence 
and Evil. Both apathy and the emergence of 
the man without a conscience force us to ask: 
How is it possible to justify radical Evil? 
Warm in the swim of apathy and deceptive 
boredom, how can we understand the suffer­
ing of the innocent? Camus, in his novel The 
Plague, poses the problem with the following 
description of the death of a child from the 
bubonic plague:
“They had already seen children die—for 
m any m onths now death had shown no 
favoritism —but they had never yet watched 
a child’s agony m inute by m inute, as they 
had now been doing since daybreak. Need­
less to say, the pain inflicted on these inno­
cent victim s  had always seemed to them  to 
be w hat in fact it was: an abom inable thing.
But h itherto  they had felt its abomination 
in, so to speak, an abstract way; they had 
never had to w itness over so long a period 
the death-throes of an innocent child.
And, ju st then, the boy had a sudden
spasm, as if something had bitten  him  in 
the stomach, and u ttered  a long, shrill wail.
For m om ents th a t seemed endless he stayed 
in a queer, contorted position, his body 
racked by convulsive trem ors; it was as if 
his fra il fram e w ere bending before the 
fierce b reath  of the plague, breaking under 
the re itera ted  gusts of fever. Then the 
storm -w ind passed, there  came a lu ll and 
he relaxed  a little ; the fever seems to re ­
cede, leaving him  gasping for b rea th  on a 
dank, pestilential shore, lost in  a languor 
th a t already looked like death. W hen for 
the th ird  tim e the fiery  w ave broke on him, 
lifting him a little, the child curled him self 
up and shrank  aw ay to the edge of the  bed, 
as if in te rro r of the flam es advancing on 
him, licking his limbs. A m om ent later, 
a fte r tossing his head w ildly to and fro, 
he flung off the blanket. From  betw een the 
inflam ed eyelids big tears w elled up and 
trickled down the sunken, leaden-hued 
cheeks. W hen the spasm had passed, u tterly  
exhausted, tensing his th in  legs and arm s 
on which, w ith in  48 hours, the flesh had 
w asted to the bone, the child lay  flat, racked 
on the tum bled bed, in a grotesque parody 
of crucifixion.”2
W hat happened to innocence here can be 
extended, literally and metaphorically, to 
ourselves. How do we strive for morality in 
our lives if, enmeshed technologically in an 
historically emasculated apathy, we have lost 
all capacity to ask, W hat is the Good Life? 
Who is man? Apathy, perhaps, creates inno­
cence. But it is a very peculiar innocence: 
IT IS AN INNOCENCE WHICH CONTINU­
OUSLY PLEADS GUILTY TO CRIMES IT 
“DID NOT COMMIT” by being disinvolved 
from Good and Evil. It puts us in the position 
of the Russian counter-revolutionary, Buk­
harin, who was tried and executed for 
“crimes” he did not commit, but to which he 
pleaded guilty for the following reasons:
“I shall now speak of myself, of the 
reasons for my repentance. Of course, it 
m ust be adm itted th a t incrim inating evi­
dence plays a very im portant part. For 
th ree m onths I refused to say anything. 
Then I began to testify. Why? Because 
while in prison I m ade a revaluation of my 
entire  past. For w hen you ask yourself:
‘If you m ust die, w hat are  you dying for?’— 
an absolutely black vacuity  suddenly rises 
before you w ith  startling  vividness. There 
was nothing to die for, if one w anted to die 
unrepented. And, on the  contrary, every­
thing positive th a t glistens in the Soviet 
Union acquires new  dimensions in a m an’s 
mind. This in the end disarm ed me com­
pletely and led me to bend m y knees before 
the P arty  and the country. And when you 
ask yourself: ‘Very well, suppose you do 
not die: suppose by some m iracle you re ­
m ain alive, again w hat for? Isolated from
'The Collected Fiction of A lbert Camus. Hamish 
Ham ilton, London, 1960 (The Plague, p. 194).
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everybody, an enem y of the  people, in an 
inhum an position, com pletely isolated from  
everything th a t constitutes the  essence of 
life . ! A nd a t once the sam e reply  arises.
And a t such m om ents, Citizen Judges, 
everything personal, all the personal in ­
crustation, all the rancour, pride, and a 
num ber of o ther things, fall away, disap­
pear . . .  I am  about to finish. I am perhaps 
speaking for the last tim e in m y life . . . The 
point, of course, is not this repentance, or 
m y personal repentance in particu lar. The 
Court can pass its verd ict w ithout it. The 
confession of the accused is not essential.
The confession of the accused is a m edieval 
principle of jurisprudence. B ut here we 
also have the in ternal dem olition of the 
forces of counter-revolution. A nd one m ust 
be a Trotsky not to lay down one’s arm s.”8 
It seems to me that our own situation today 
w ith regard to m orality is best summarized 
by St. C yprian:4
“The w orld itself now bears witness to 
its approaching end by the evidence of its 
failing powers. There is not so m uch rain  in 
w in ter for fertilizing the seeds, nor in sum ­
m er is there  so m uch w arm th  for ripening 
them . The springtim e is no longer so mild, 
nor the au tum n so rich  in fru it. Less m arble 
is quarried  from  the exhausted m ountains, 
and the dw indling supplies of gold and
silver show th a t the mines are  w orked out 
and the im poverished veins of m etal dim in­
ish from  day to day. The peasant is failing 
and disappearing from  the fields, the sailor 
a t sea, the soldier in the camp, uprightness 
in the forum , justice in the court, concord in 
friendships, skill in the arts, discipline in 
morals. Can anything th a t is old preserve 
the same powers th a t it had in the prim e 
and vigour of its youth? It is inevitable tha t 
w hatever is tending downw ards to decay 
and approaches its end m ust decrease in 
strength, like the setting sun and the waning 
moon, and the dying tree and the failing 
stream . This is the sentence passed on the 
world; this is God’s law: th a t all th a t has 
risen should fall and th a t all th a t has grown 
should w ax old, and th a t strong things 
should become w eak and great things 
should become small, and th a t when they 
have been w eakened and diminished they 
should come to an end.”5 St. Cyprian, A d  De- 
m etrianum , c. iii.
“R eport of Court Proceedings in the Case of the 
A nti-Soviet “Block of Rights and Trotskyites.” 
V erbatim  Report, Moscow, 1938. Cited by M aurice 
Natanson, Literature, Philosophy and the Social 
Sciences, Nijhoff, 1962, p. 191.
'Not read a t M ontana Forum.
°St. Augustine, His Age, L ife, and Thought. M eri­
dian Books, 1961.
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Icy wind







to join another on the hard earth.
I wish we were one!
—She
exhilarated and close, 
warm  and moving, 
pressing to him—
Yes . . . .  Yes!
—He,
wanting to be, wanting, 
but unable to hold to it, 
still deeply detached—
Backlash wind 
Stabbing at barren earth,
Piercing, chilling, searing 
W ith aching cold—








(Continued from page 16) 
at least should learn that very little is abso­
lute, that for him to accept any creed or 
dogma without examination is naive and is 
a betrayal of his intellectual potential and of 
himself. The trouble is that the whole im­
pulse of social restrictions runs counter to 
the libertarian impulse. In uneasy and para­
doxical juxtaposition lie the anachronistic 
“parental” influences which direct the social 
lives of university students and the liber­
tarian  influences which direct students’ in­
tellectual lives. All too few students are led 
out of the womb of parental pressure—either 
from home or from university social regula­
tions. I say “all too few” out of a distinct 
lack of faith not in the ability of the faculty’s 
teaching but in the ability of the students 
to push themselves far enough from the womb 
to think for themselves.
If there is any justification at all for social 
restrictions, it can only be that so m any stu­
dents will perm it social restrictions to exist 
unquestioned, will perm it themselves to be 
bounced about like senseless basketballs in 
the arbitrary  hands of an authoritarian ad­
ministration dedicated to the preservation of 
a mythical political university “image” of 
chaste, clean-shaven students applauding the 
flag and including the Pledge of Allegiance in 
their nightly prayers to Southern Fried 
Chicken and Barry Goldwater.
Why should women’s dorms have hours, 
and not the m en’s? Why may not the 22- 
year-old woman who is allowed to live off 
campus have cooking facilities in her room? 
Why should that specious section of the Uni­
versity catalogue entitled “Standards of S tu­
dent Conduct” blather on that MSU makes 
“the assumption that all students coming to 
the University have common sense and nor­
mal conceptions of honor, morality, integrity 
and respect for order and the rights of 
others”? One would hope that all students 
coming here do not have the same ideas about 
honor, morality and the rest of it; what a 
dull place this would be if that were true. 
But let us assume for a moment that we 
can define the “typical” MSU woman, with 
some “typical” attitudes.
Picture, if you will, the fledgling freshman 
coed from the small Montana town. She ap­
pears on campus, vaguely awed by it all, 
vaguely desirous of joining something called 
a sorority, vaguely confused by her dilemma, 
which is w hether to pursue training for a 
career or to try  to hook a man. She moves 
her dresses and stuffed animals into her 
dorm itory room, then tro ts off to participate 
in Orientation Week, during which she hears 
speeches about propriety and decorum and 
the glorious advantages of dorm living.
And she, incidentally, slides easily and 
w ithout complaint into the pattern  of Getting 
In On Time.
If this engaging maiden survives her first 
couple of years w ithout m arrying or getting 
suspended because of grades, she may  then 
begin to think about w hy  she has to Get In 
On Time. It m ay  occur to her to question 
the right of an impersonal university ad­
m inistration to decree when she m ust be in 
her residence. Later, it may  even occur to 
her that all her comings and goings seem to 
be regulated . . . when she can eat, when she 
can use the phone, when she can leave the 
library, what is recommended for her to 
wear, where she should not go, and even, to 
an extent, w ith whom she should not go 
there.
She may  become resentful. Or she may not. 
But probably not, because she feels little moti­
vation to protest the system—it is easier to 
HAVE to be somewhere at a given time be­
cause this takes away the burden of DECID­
ING anything for oneself. If a smidgen of 
resentm ent does flare up, it may quickly be 
doused by the realization tha t “I can’t do 
anything about it anyway.” If resentment 
does persist, some of the more fortunate of 
the women become watered down transcend- 
entalists: they “rise above” the restrictions; 
they do not allow the restrictions to touch the 
im portant aspects of their lives and so as a 
consequence only infrequently do they ex­
perience the inconvenience of the bewitching 
hours.
Of course, a significant and growing num­
ber of “resenters” take the dropout route— 
w hat Fiedler and Vinocur describe as “the 
silent protest of more and more well-qualified 
students who leave college after a year or 
two of bafflement and disillusion.” They con­
tinue: “Such students sense that the univer­
sity which is neither rationally conservative 
nor boldly libertarian, which is modeled 
neither on the vision of Plato nor on the
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dreams of Rousseau, is not properly a uni­
versity at all—but a vocational school w ith 
pretensions, combined w ith a baby-sitting 
establishm ent for those already capable of 
producing babies of their own.”
Let us assume tha t the MSU woman—the 
university woman—cannot transcend, refuses 
to acquiesce, is too stubborn to drop out. W hat 
is left for her, if she cannot get off campus?
Break the rules. Indeed, ra ther than  this 
being som ething requiring effort, it is hard 
not to break some kind of ru le around here, 
and around most universities. This should 
be apparent. I do not speak m erely of the 
girl who checks out of the dorm for a week­
end, ostensibly to go home, but actually so 
that she m ay spend the weekend in a boy 
friend’s apartm ent. I speak of this girl, yes; 
but I also am talking about the girl who a t­
tends a pre-function and has a drink in the 
presence of underage students, or who at 
one tim e or another, for one reason or an­
other, enters a male studen t’s apartm ent, or 
who m ay forget and w ear jeans downtown, 
or who m ay forget to “sign out.”
There exist — in this university and to 
greater or lesser degrees in others—rules 
which cannot apply to the coed’s everyday 
life, which instead of encouraging m orality 
encourage hypocrisy and subterfuge. It is 
the creed of the “caught” m orality. The girl 
who makes love but gets in before 10:30— 
and manages not to get pregnant—is officially 
moral; the girl whose watch is slow but who 
may not even th ink  of m aking love—although 
this is hard  to imagine—is officially immoral. 
The MSU woman, in the end, is as responsible 
for keeping her watch running in tim e w ith 
the dorm itory clocks, as she is responsible 
for avoiding pregnancy.
The social restrictions here do not only 
lead to a fake m orality which m ust be skirted 
by deceit. They also inspire fear. Many coeds 
feel a real fear th a t if they go on record 
somehow against the establishm ent—say, by 
signing their names to a le tter to the Kaimin  
—they w ill be penalized in some m ysterious 
way. There are persistent m utterings about 
a spy system, m um blings about a m ysterious 
“blacklist” deep in somebody’s Main Hall 
files.
I do not wish to affirm  that there is in 
fact a spy system or a blacklist—or something 
like a blacklist. I have no authoritative know­
ledge about either. But th a t is not the point.
The point is th a t those in authority  here and 
elsewhere have not won the tru st of the 
students, m any of whom — sometimes un­
justly, to be sure, but sometimes w ith valid 
reason—suspect tha t they are dealt w ith far 
too arbitrarily , knowing as they do that one 
person may get tossed out of school for an 
offense someone else is only campused a few 
times for. And they have a fear of re tribu ­
tion, in some way, if they speak out, a fear 
which m ust be sim ilar in a sm aller degree 
to the fear of retribution held by people 
behind the Iron Curtain.
This certainly cannot be called a “healthy” 
academic atmosphere.
III. SEARCHING FOR A 
MEANINGFUL MORALITY
I th ink that I have established that social 
restrictions in universities and colleges are, 
at the very best, not an all-pervading good, 
and at the very worst, inimical to the educa­
tion of the college student.
But the rules remain. And a great demand 
for the rules remains. W here does the de­
m and originate? Students blame antiquated 
adm inistrative policies; the adm inistrator 
points to the all-powerful taxpayer; some­
body mentions the students’ own social or 
residence organizations; someone else sug­
gests tha t it all may be the fault of a re­
actionary Board of Regents. W ithout point­
ing a finger, I would group all forces which 
are bent on perpetuating a vast, glittering 
batch of social regulations under the heading 
I introduced previously, “parental influ­
ences.” You may be happy to know that the 
economist John Kenneth G albraith backs me 
up. He recently w rote that there is a large 
scale “frustrated  m aternalism ” on college 
campuses around the nation. It takes no 
genius to realize this. But the anachronisms 
of hours, chaperons and housemothers linger, 
and fester, shrugged off by most, deeply re­
sented by a hard core minority.
W hat this m inority resents are what News­
w eek  calls “the vestiges of Victorianism in 
the social superstructure.” W hat are little 
girls made of? the Victorians in effect ask. 
Why, they answer themselves, they’re made 
of sugar ‘n ’ spice ‘n ’ everything th a t’s nice, 
while little  boys are made of frogs ‘n ’ snails 
‘n ’ puppy dogs’ tails—and incidentally are 
“only after one thing,” the chastity of the 
innocent girls. The Victorians assume that 
sex before m arriage cannot be love, using
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the simple-minded logic that the boy could 
not love the girl whose reputation he would 
sully by seducing her. (Invariably, of course, 
it is the boy who seduces the unw itting girl.) 
In other words, he who would blacken the 
white purity  of the young maiden could not 
possibly love the young maiden.
A few critics of Victorianism have noted 
that the sick attitude tha t the object of one’s 
love must not be the object of one’s lust—that, 
indeed, love and lust can be separated—had 
one salutary effect on the economy of the 
times: it kept the houses of prostitution
flourishing when m arriage beds turned cold 
and cheerless.
The reverse of the Victorian attitude—that 
it is all right to try  out sex w ith the one you 
love, or as Newsweek  puts it, w ith “Mr. 
R ight” (and maybe more than one Mr. Right) 
—is the new attitude that the Victorians, the 
parental forces, are reacting against so vio­
lently. The new attitude is typified by the 
words of a Harvard junior, quoted in News­
week: “If you can establish a good relation­
ship w ith an attractive girl, it’s a very good 
thing. It gives you a sense of security. The 
ideal thing is to have someone you can de­
pend on. Cambridge is such a cold, im per­
sonal, aggressive place. There’s a constant 
academic strain. You need the sense of 
security.”
That quotation is a good summation, I 
think, of the viewpoints of many of my gen­
eration—the serious minded among my gen­
eration in particular, many of whom could 
be called good college students. They do feel 
that the world is indeed cold. They sense its 
vast impersonalness as they watch Big Busi­
ness eat up their fathers in status-conscious 
squirrel cages of hypertension, as they feel 
Big Government eat up their own paychecks 
to feed a burgeoning bureaucracy that often 
seems less, not more, effective. They feel 
this coldness and impersonalness perhaps 
more intim ately as they are assigned student 
numbers and told to w rite those numbers 
everywhere, as they are old that a class is 
all closed out, as they are bounced about 
between forbidden and required activity. 
They feel it in a grading system that often 
seems based solely on displaying skill at 
spewing forth memorized information in a 
fiercely competitive exercise which empha­
sizes neither thought nor creativity.
It is small wonder that the sensitive student
takes um brage at a further encroachment 
upon his dignity in the form of hours, espe­
cially considering that he or she has sprung 
from w hat one magazine calls “the most per­
missive, affluent and sex-suffused society in 
history.” No wonder the sensitive student, 
deeply disillusioned in his attem pts to become 
a significant person—an individual, not a 
num ber or a cog—falls into a sexual relation­
ship. If this is escapism, it is escapism, per­
haps, to something that is not so bad to escape 
to; after all, here at least is a personal rela­
tionship, probably an affectionate one, and 
maybe a healthy one, once vestigial guilt and 
traum atic fear are won over.
If the parental forces growl that this sexual 
escapism is no way to pick a lifetime marriage 
partner, the student well m ay growl back 
that on the one hand he is not so sure that 
finding a lifetime partner is his prime purpose 
in life any more and tha t on the other hand, 
assuming m arriage will be a goal for him at 
some time, the proto-marriage or tria l mar­
riage method may be better than most of 
the inherited naive and superficial methods 
based on social status, wealth, “good breed­
ing,” or whatever. A Stanford student told 
me that he would not think of marrying 
w ithout establishing sexual compatability be­
forehand. “I t’s so im portant,” he said. While 
this may seem an almost jaded view to some, 
perhaps it is not such a bad idea. Someone 
has w ritten that sex may be only 50 per cent 
of a good marriage, but it is ofen 90 per cent 
of a bad one.
Eminent Victorians point to emotional 
damage tha t may accrue to college students 
who indulge in extra-m arital sex. And cer- 
ainly it is true that sex can make extraordin­
ary emotional demands. But it also is true 
that sex can offer personal rewards, rewards 
which most of the parental forces choose not 
to see or attem pt to minimize.
Finally, in desperation, adm itting that the 
college student may not see the moral reasons 
for social regulations and anti-sex rules, the 
parental forces proceed to list the pragmatic 
justifications for them. They mention broken 
homes, divorce, out-of-wedlock children, emo­
tional instability and so forth. And they miss 
the point entirely. In our age of effective 
contraception, some of the pragmatic grounds 
are outdated; some are not. The point is not, 
however, w hether the rules sometimes apply 
to life; the point is that they should not exist
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in a university atmosphere. Students should 
have the right to be ingloriously wrong and 
suffer the consequences thereof, just as they 
should have the right to be trium phantly  
right and reap the benefits. They should have 
the freedom to m ake mistakes, which is a 
risky business but a necessary one. Univer­
sity adm inistrators m ust stop bowing to 
sometimes im aginary social pressure and stop 
trying to be Mommy and Daddy Reincarnate 
out of the custom of in loco parentis. As an 
editorial w riter for a M ontana weekly, the 
Hardin Tribune-Herald, w rote recently, “It 
is quite true  tha t children often need to be 
protected. It is also painfully true tha t they 
can be over-protected, so tha t they lose the 
ability to regulate their own lives or to make 
choices for them selves.” L ater the same edi­
torial speaks to the parental forces:
If students a re  not sufficiently  m ature  
w hen they  are  college jun io rs and seniors 
to discipline them selves, they  are  not 
likely ever to grow  up. . . . M aybe i t ’s a 
b it d ifficult to concede th a t your children 
a re  adult. I t  does have a w ay of m aking us 
feel a little  older. B ut we can’t change the 
num ber of years w e’ve lived, nor can we 
m ake our offspring any younger by treating  
them  as though they  w ere still children. 
L et’s le t them  grow  up.
W ith that rallying cry, I will proceed to 
a kind of summation. I believe tha t it is 
im portant to recognize that colleges cannot 
presume today to tell a student w hat to think 
about sex, bu t can only tell a student to think 
—think as rationally as possible about sex 
and everything else, pointing out the con­
tem porary facts of life candidly. The role of 
the university should not include that of pro­
tector. The tim e and the necessity for spoon 
feeding m ust end when the student leaves 
home.
This is not a new manifesto. But it seems 
to be a controversial one. There is, as has 
already been pointed out, a furor over sex 
on campus and, extending this, a furor over 
a general permissiveness on campus. W inter 
quarter, when I was Montana Kaim in  editor, 
I ran  a “Polemics” column in which the
w riter, R. Donald McCaig, advocated the right 
to do anything as long as no one else is hu rt 
by it—even fornicate, even commit suicide, 
even, horror of horrors, sniff glue. The col­
umn provoked about two weeks of discussion 
in all corners of the campus and, incidentally, 
some mostly derogatory comments from pul­
pits and periodicals all over the state.
The fact tha t such a m orality is set forth 
seriously—w ith the “hu rt nobody” clause 
advanced as stalw artly  as the “do anything” 
clause—surprises some of the parental forces. 
But is is a serious thing—just as the campaign 
at MSU over the last two quarters to loosen 
social restrictions was serious, not frivolous. 
The Hardin Tribune-Herald editorial recog­
nizes this. I quote:
If it w ere only those who w ant to “have 
fun” instead of getting an education, w e’d 
ignore the whole thing. This, however, is 
not the case. The young w riters and talkers 
are, m ore often than  not, serious m inded 
about their studies.
It is unfortunate that this is not generally 
recognized, and that campus authorities blind 
themselves to this fact. Perhaps it is not true 
that a m ajority of college students are run ­
ning around searching for a commitment to 
something meaningful, but I think it is true 
that a significant proportion of college stu­
dents—especially at the upperclass levels— 
are doing this. Many are so searching w ith­
out actually realizing it; others are excruci­
atingly aware of their search. The deep dis­
satisfaction w ith present outdated rules 
among growing m inorities is, I would say, a 
healthy sign, a sign of the college student’s 
deep dissatisfaction w ith a general lack of 
meaning in things: from the lack of meaning 
of the chaperon in an age of automobiles w ith 
reclining seats, to the more serious considera­
tions about the “righ t” of a university to coop 
up its coeds in cubicles in the name of a 
“m orality” that is grounded in political con­
siderations, a “m orality” that is in the end 
incompatible w ith the whole emancipatory 
idea of higher education. £
POEM
Oh come sweet death and take 
My soul to new horizons beyond the realm  
Of the living, and leave its shell, my m ortal 
Body to be rendered and made into oil 




(Continued from page 23) 
after you, my own brother, suckled from the 
same pap, sprung from the same loins. How 
can you ask w hat does it m atter?”
A car horn sounds outside. John stands. 
“T hat’s her,” he says.
“Don’t go, Brother John, don’t go. There 
are others.” I point to the file. “The new 
ones, B rother John, songs waiting to be sung, 
poems waiting to be w ritten .” The car hoin 
sounds again, insistent, demanding. He turns 
to the door.
“Tally ho,” he says, m aking an effort at 
joviality.
“To the fox,” I say sadly. He goes out.
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The hours move past, slugs on a treadmill. 
I make charts and graphs from the file: X ’s 
per m onth . . . blondes against brunettes . . . 
farm  girls against city girls, but nothing 
brings me comfort. My passion grows, is un- 
containable. I pace, I storm, I rage protest 
into the silence, thinking how to stop this 
woman, this debased representative of the 
gentler sex. But always before me, num bing 
my mind and my senses, is the vision of my 
brother, a sacrifice on the a ltar of Judith.
Eventually he comes in. He is grinning. I 
watch in m ute desperation as he goes to the 
file and takes a new card and begins to fill 
it out. He m arks a solid row of tens.
“I really had a good tim e,” he says, a trace 
of condemnation in his voice. “She’s really a 
good kid.”
“She’s won you over,” I moan. “Won you 
away from your own brother w ith her lies 
and subtle deceit. This witch, this vessel of 
iniquity, this specimen of polluted humanity. 
This—”
“I don’t know why you bad-mouth her so 
much,” says Brother John skeptically. “She 
has nothing but good to say about you. She 
said you really made her feel bad when you 
quit calling her.”
“Of course!! Of course. She is establishing 
herself as the rejected, the m artyr. The oldest 
trick in the book. The oldest, lousy trick in 
the book.” The words froth from my mouth. 
“I can tell you exactly what she did,” I say. 
“She let you talk—Right?” He nods, frow n­
ing. “This is so she can agree w ith you, 
sympathize w ith your problems, make you 
think she is a kindred spirit, establish em­
pathy. Oh, I know all her tricks, all her 
schemes. She tries to m ake you feel like a 
knight in shining armor, saving the fair and 
w orthy damsel from the heinous dragon who 
is never named. Oh, I know every—” An 
idea clutches at m y m ind—a plan, a recourse. 
I reappraise B rother John w ith the critic’s 
eyes, the collector’s eyes—her eyes. Young, 
susceptible, unschooled; a pushover, another 
ring for the collection. She will be sure of 
herself, overconfident. My breath  comes 
quickly. A great joy pulses through me.
“Brother John,” I shout, “we will do it!!”
“We will do w hat?”
“We will subvert this wretch. We will ride 
up on our w hite charger, and when she cries 
pitifully for help—we will feed her to the 
dragon.” I chuckle; my old self returns. My 
m ind swirls w ith plans.
“Just w hat are you talking about?” says 
B rother John.
“Alone,” I say, “alone, you will fall prey 
to this woman, for she is experienced, a pro­
fessional m an-eater. “Together,” I whisper, 
grasping his hand, “together we will rid the 
world of this th rea t to hum an decency. We 
will—”
“No, w ait a minute!! Do I understand that 
you are going to use me to get even?” Brother 
John shakes loose my hand and backs away.
“NO! NO! NO! It will be a collective effort. 
You and I, B rother John, you and I. Together 
we will revenge the dishonored manhood of 
BushWa U. Think of the miserable masses, 
surreptitiously underm ined by this female 
Lothario. We will ransom their class rings 
w ith her tears, absolve—” The phone rings 
My mind reels. “T hat’ll be her.” I babble. 
“She w ants to tell you she had a good time, 
th a t she is looking forw ard to seeing you 
again. She is try ing to make you ask for an­
other date so that she can say she is all 
booked up. She will—” He sits there; the 
phone rings on.
“No.” He says.
“NO??” My voice breaks. “NO?? Why 
not?”
“I will not be used. Everybody is trying 
to use me—you, her, everybody. I will not 
be used.” He picks up a book and begins to 
study.
“NO! NO!” I shrill. “NO! Not use you.”
I snatch up the phone on its tw elfth ring. 
“Hello,” I pant. “Yes, he is here.” I hold out 
the phone, covering the mouthpiece, beseech-
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ing. B rother John slams down the book and 
takes the phone.
“Hello?” he says. His voice is cool, disin­
terested, bored. “Yes, Judith. Why are you 
calling? Something the m atter?” I press my 
ear to half the phone. There is a shocked 
silence on the other end.
“I just—just called to say I had a very 
good time tonight,” she says.
“You said that a t the door,” says Brother 
John. There is another silence, then a stran­
gled laugh.
“Tee Hee Hee. I guess I did,” she croaks.
“Well look, Judith , I’ve got to h it the sack 
now. See you.” He hangs up. My mouth 
works helplessly.
“Brother John—”
“Say no more. I t is over. I will not be a 
pawn.” He picks up a book.
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A week goes by. My pleas fall on deaf 
ears, my threats go unheeded, and all my 
plans are intercepted by this astute Brother 
John. I comfort myself in the fact that I 
know tha t Jud ith  w ill not give up. Her 
powers have been challenged, her record 
blemished. She would try  again.
And she does try  again. She seems to be 
everywhere we go, be jeweled and smiling. 
But B rother John’s resistance defies all rules 
of hum an frailty. We continue to work the 
file. He is all poise, precision. He learns 
quickly. He does well. But my heart isn’t in 
it. My mind fails to seek and seize the oppor­
tunities. I blunder, stumble, miss even the 
easiest of openings. Always in my mind, 
overshadowing all else, is Jud ith—Judith  
straining at her bonds and screaming as the 
train  bears down; Jud ith  crying out in terror 
as the w hirling blade moves closer, closer.
Finally it happens. We are at a party. We 
are stag. It is a night off to play at grabs, 
to compete on equal term s w ith the oily fra ­
ternity  boys. Suddenly I spot her. She eyes 
Brother John like a starving undertaker. 
Brother John has been m aking too free w ith 
the grape and is ripe w ith bacchic passion. 
She moves in. He is captured. Too late I 
realize that this is not all for the good. He 
must be schooled, informed, instructed, incul­
cated w ith the knowledge of her wiles. They 
sit on the couch, smashed into one corner. 
She pours her load of propaganda into his 
wine-soaked head, and I can see his resistance 
dissolving. I must act. I m ust conceal myself
while I devise a plan. I must not lose sight 
of them. I grab a dancing partner and peer 
over her shoulder at them, shrouding my 
anxious face in her tresses. Judith  blows in 
his ear. Brother John melts. I gnash my teeth. 
Suddenly a thought ignites my mind.
“Honey,” I say, swinging my dancing p a rt­
ner into view. I gasp. She must not have 
made it to the fallout shelter in time. I m an­
age a smile. “Honey, do you know Judith  
Pearson?” I say.
“Oh,” she giggles. Shhzure, th a t’sszh her 
over on the couch w ith that real cute kid.” 
I am covered w ith a fine spray of stale beer. 
I dab at my face w ith my sleeve.
“Would you go over and tell her something 
that would make her leave for the bathroom 
or someplace?” I croon, intim ating rich re­
wards.
“W hat’ll I sshhzay?” She is a Daffy Duck 
incarnate.
“Anything, tell her that her falsies are in­
side out and the seams show—anything.” She 
staggers off, giggling. She is successful, and 
I recapture Brother John. We bastion our­
selves in the bathroom.
“Now don’t you give me a bad time,” he 
says, trying to focus both his eyes on my face 
at the same time. “Everything’s gonna be all 
right, this is just a little—”
“No time for rationalization,” I say. “Now 
look, on the second encounter she will attem pt 
to establish the physical attraction.”
“Oh, nnnoooo. Goodness noooo. Not that, 
I’ll call my faaaaather.” He giggles insanely, 
dancing around and elbowing a bottle of 
shampoo to the floor. I soak a towel in cold 
w ater and wrap it around his head.
“For Chrissake, Brother John, shape up. 
You’ll need all your wits. This is serious! 
Listen, she plans to entice you, lead you on. 
She’ll get you mad with desire and then cut 
you off.”
“Wheee!” says Brother John. “I’m gonna 
be a eunuch.” He goes helpless with laughter, 
doubling over and smashing his head into the 
wall. “Wow!” he says, unwrapping his head, 
“wow!”
“Listen, will you? She’ll try  to make you 
think that you’re irresistible, then she’ll stop 
and apologize for her susceptibility.” I shake 
him. “You listening, you blockhead?” I’m 
giving you the word. As soon as she gets you 
worked up, she’ll cry a little, and you’ll feel 
ashamed for taking advantage of her w ith
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your omnipotent powers. You’ll ask for an­
other date, then another and another. She’ll 
trap  you, use you to—”
“Nobody gonna use me,” scowls B rother 
John.
“Right,” I say. “Right, now don’t let her 
do it. Don’t let her get you going. Be cool. 
Make her play your game.”
“Bam,” he says, shooting a deadly right at 
a pink flamingo on the shower curtain. “No­
body’s gonna use me. BAM! BAM! BAM!”
I guide him back to the couch. My obliga­
tions are over. I stand, my steady gaze sur­
veying the throng, a watchful eye open for 
the diseased one. I move in. I chuckle.
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The dragon lifts Jud ith  to his awful jaws. 
She screams pitifully for help. I lean on my 
sword and shout encouragement to the mon­
ster. Finally, I mount my charger and ride 
slowly into the sunset. From this sweet dream 
I sift softly into the day. It is noon of a beau­
tiful Sunday. My first thought is of Brother 
John. I call his name, but there is no answer. 
I go to the kitchen. The coffee pot still has 
warm th. A note unmingles itself from the 
books and dishes on the table. The words 
ring tragedy to the new bright day.
“Gone to the mountains w ith  Judith. Brother 
John
“He has done it,” I whisper. The words 
rebound and mock from the solemn walls. 
“He has been lost.”
The day passes slowly as I w ait for him, 
the leaden ball of grief growing w ith the 
passing hours. At midnight he enters. I 
stand, my m outh foul w ith cigarettes and 
coffee, my brain a waterlogged toilet roll.
“Pariah!!” I rage. “Traitor. Despoilment 
of the family name. All I knew—I taught 
you all I knew. I warned, pleaded, coached 
—” I pause, breathless and quivering. He 
stretches this long indolent stretch.
“Boy, am I tired; climbed all the way up 
Old Baldy.” His impenitence is beyond be­
lief.
“You talk of physical fatigue when your 
name, your reputation has suffered the great 
debauch. Sacrilege.” I spit the words out. 
“Sacrilege to—” He takes my shaking shoul­
ders and leads me to a chair. He grins.
“You should take a shot of Geritol or some­
thing. You look like hell, boy.” He is baiting 
me, playing w ith my love, my concern.
“All right,” I say, a great weariness settling
over my excoriated frame. ‘All right, tell me 
all. Spare me nothing. I am prepared.” 
“From  the beginning?” he asks, his grin 
widening. I nod.
“Well, I ’ve got to hand it to you. You sure 
were right last night at that party. She 
started  right in panting about w hat a big, 
hairy lover I am. I was just a little  teensy- 
weensy bit on the fuzzy side, and all I could 
th ink of was tha t she was try ing to ensnare 
me, so I kind of kept pushing her away.” He 
gets up and goes to the fridge. Hey, we got 
any food here? All I had all day was about 
forty thousand roasted wienies.” I spring to 
the stove.
“Talk,” I say. “I ’ll fix.” He pours himself 
a glass of m ilk and sits.
“Well, she was a little  mad at first— 
about my pushing her away, but after a while 
she just settled back and we talked.” I break 
two eggs into the pan w ith palsied hands.
“About w hat? W hat did you ta lk  about? 
It was about you, w asn’t it? Damn her, 
spreading her ego-butter.”
“No, m atter of fact she did most of the 
talking—talked about herself. She told me 
about her brothers and sisters and all that— 
about w hat a hell of a life it is to have every­
thing and never get a chance to work for any­
thing—about how everybody hangs around 
her for her money and because she is so good- 
looking. You know, I almost felt sorry for 
her. I kept telling her how tha t was all a 
bunch of crap, th a t she really had a good 
personality and stuff like tha t.” He stre t­
ches again. “Man, am I stiff.”
“W ell,” he continues, “then she moved in 
on me again. Really serious this time. I had 
pretty  much forgotten about all th a t ensnare- 
m ent jazz, but I was tired  as hell and just a 
little  sick; so I ju st told her she was a good 
kid, but would she take me home.”
“So then you asked her for another date,” 
I hiss. You asked her for a date  and 
ruined—”
“No. I didn’t ask her for anything. She 
asked me. Said she w anted to take me to 
the mountains—said she could really feel 
free in the m ountains.” I stand there. The 
eggs burn.
“She asked you for a date?” I finally man­
age. “She  asked you?” We’ve got her!!” I 
howl. “We’ve got her now. She is ours. We 
will draw  her and quarter her and feed her 
various parts to the dragon. We will—”
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“Hold it!!!” says B rother John. “You are 
using the im proper form of the pronoun. You 
are in no way associated w ith either having 
or disposing. It is tim e I am allowed to try  
my own wings.” He walks to the file and 
begins to leaf through the cards. It is then 
that I notice his hand. I grab it. On the little 
finger of the left hand—a girl’s ring bear­
ing the initials J.P. He draws away the hand
from my numbed fingers and takes out the 
card. He leans over it and draws a small ‘X ’ 
in the corner. Then he smiles and draws two 
more.
“W hat—w hat do the X ’s stand for?” I 
hear myself babble.
“Brother Ron,” he says. “There are some 
things which are better held only by the 
single mind.” He chuckles. £
S E A S O N E D  S P R I N G
a poem by Barbara Lape 
in collaboration w ith  Morrison Brownleaf
I protested:
The leaves were long in coming:
I was waiting for the leaves.
The grass was green even before the trees showed signs of life. 
It was wrong I thought, and impatient, stamped my foot. 
N ature was slow this year, and bitter, I wept.
I was wrong.
He knew when I should see the leaves:
He made me wait.
W aiting is good for growth:
The leaves had to wait.
He budded the leaves and my heart together.
He answered wisely:
When do we awaken to a sea of green 
but late and long 
Of tree Of wood 
Of woods and tree 
Of field Of flower 
Of flowered field 
How long past first sense first feel 
comes tim e comes change 
Of limb Of Leaf 
Of leaves and limb 
Of sky Of wind 
Of windy sky 
How long we w ait for green 
recalled remembered 
Of blue Of gold 
Of gold and blue 
Of m orn Of mist 
Of m isty morn 
Pressed all processions upon our lips 
till flowers unfold 
Of sun Of heart 
Of heart and sun
Of star Of season 
Of seasoned star 
We open on a sea of green 
not late not late.
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POEM
The first moment 
Brought time.
His time 





To m ark his days,
His moments, his life.
Time belonged to everything,
A strange Time 
Not one but many.
The thought felt 
But never reached,
The thought wanted 
All Time.
To wrap itself
W ith the spring and sun.
The terrible gap 
Brought endless attem pts 
But the Time of spring and sun 
The thought could not grasp, 
W ithout thought it was reached.
He was conceived 
W ith a rage 
Perhaps a mistake.
Groans and weepings he heard 
The darkness was comfort 
Then glaring light 
Alone and naked 
Hiding, searching 
The darkness of night.
But soon it gave a dawn,
The white sunlight,
The w arm th a lie,
The hated light.
Soon he understood 
A new darkness.
The longing was great 
Again groans and weepings.
The last moment 
And only then,
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old son-of-a-bitch. I t ’s been just too damn 
quiet down at Paddy’s lately.”
“Just get into tow n?” the other one in ter­
rupted. “Bet you made a killing this time, 
huh?”
“Not too bad,” the old m an answered, eat­
ing casually as he swapped conversation.
Throughout the meal, the two cronies jab­
bered at him, filling him in on the latest log­
ging news and d irty  stories.
“I hear LeG ette’s gonna shut down for 
awhile, huh?”
“Something about a peeler?”
The old m an nodded.
“Well, w hat the hell. You’re gonna be 
around awhile anyway, aren’t you?” one of 
the men continued.
“Sure. I a in’t going anyplace.”
“Good, by God. L et’s go celebrate. Buy 
you a beer?”
“I guess so. Well, hell yes,” the old man 
replied, as he finished the meal.
By the time they got to Paddy’s, they’d 
run into a couple more of Pau l’s friends who 
accepted an invitation to join the party. The 
bar was crowded. Some people he knew— 
others were new faces. There were a lot of 
drifters in the summer.
Everyone had a big hello and a little more 
small talk  about the tim ber m arket and the 
newest girls working the streets. One of 
Paul’s friends bought the first round, and he 
payed for the next one w ith one of the fifties.
“Big money,” the bartender said as he 
slapped the change on the counter. The old 
man reached for the mug, draining half on 
the first pull. Everybody laughed and egged 
him on, so he finished the second half in 
another long draw, banged the empty glass 
on the table, and signalled for another.
People were talking at him from all direc­
tions, and the beer w ent down easy after so 
many dry months. A fter a few rounds, the 
alcohol and the gush of friendship began to 
displace the feeling of loss he had suffered 
since his arrival in town. Eventually trouble 
ceased to exist. These were his friends after 
all, and friends suddenly m attered more than 
they had before.
“Every boddeeee! I’m going to the Spur,” 
he announced.
“Hey. We’ll all go the Spur,” someone 
hollered back.
“By God lets,” another added.
“I t’s your party .”
He reached for his money, then noticed that 
the $50 had dwindled to a $10 bill and a few 
coins.
“Hey barkeep! Where the hell’s my 
change?” he yelled.
“Ain’t you been buying,” the man replied.
He thought for a moment. “Yeah. I guess 
I have. Another drink for my friends, Pard- 
ner, and keep w hat’s left.” There were cheers 
from all corners of the barroom.
Three women walked in and took a booth 
across from the bar, swinging their legs out 
into the aisle. He’d never seen them  before. 
At a distance, and in the middle of a good 
drunk, they didn’t look too bad, though he 
knew w hat they were really like—over the 
hill, their features disguised w ith bright col­
ored make-up. The perfum e smell overtook 
him at the bar—even though he knew, he 
was aroused.
He saw them  talking among themselves, 
and one pointed toward him. Before long, 
he saw them  begin to argue. He slid off the 
stool and walked over to their booth, feeling 
gregarious and important.
“W hat’s the m atter, girls?” he asked. “Need 
a drink?”
“Which one of us do you w ant?” the brassy­
looking one on the outside asked.
“Which one do I want? I’ll take all three 
of you, and some of your friends, too!” he 
roared.
They didn’t smile. “For how much?” one 
asked.
“As much as you’re w orth?” he laughed 
again at the top of his voice.
“W hat’s your hotel num ber?”
“Goddamned if I know. I t‘s the Doonan.”
“We’ll find out. We’ll be there when you 
get back.”




“We’ll take that drink now—whiskey.”
He ordered a bottle from the bartender. 
“L et’s go to the Spur,” he shouted, and led 
his troops out the door.
The Spur was empty when Paul and his 
swarm arrived. Somebody started the juke­
box, he ordered drinks, and the party  went
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on w ithout missing a step. A fter three or 
four beers, the bartender leaned across the 
bar and tugged his sleeve.
“There’s a game in back,” he said softly.
“W hat kind?” the old man answered in­
differently.
“Poker.”
“I only play blackjack.” He was having a 
good time where he was. The bartender w ent 
out the back. In a few m inutes he returned. 
After fighting to get the old m an’s attention, 
he whispered, “They’re playing blackjack.”
“Who is?”
“The boys out back.”
“Oh. Well, who’s playing?”
“You know Dutch Lien?”
“Yeah.”
“He and Bill McDougal are back there and 
a couple of new guys. The dealer’s new in 
town. They said name your own stakes.”
“Aw . . . .” He thought for a minute. “All 
right, I ’ll be back in a m inute.” He finished 
his beer, got another, and walked through a 
back door into a room barely big enough for 
the players to squeeze between the table and 
the walls.
“Howdy,” he said boisterously as he sat 
down. The players he didn’t know, in tro­
duced themselves. The dealer was especially 
friendly, unlike most professional gamblers— 
very talkative. He presented Paul w ith $50 
w orth of chips.
At first he did all right. He won the first 
two, then lost, won again, and so on until 
he’d doubled his money. He felt at ease right 
away, laughing even when his winnings began 
to spread themselves around in front of the 
other players. After he’d bought his second 
hundred dollars worth, he was still having a 
great time. He hadn’t counted w hat he’d lost, 
and it would all have been gone before he 
lost his smile—in fact nearly all was gone, 
when he saw the dealer finger the deck and 
pass him a big one that set his hand.
“Hey, you didn't give me the right card!” 
he bellowed.
“You aren’t saying I cheated?” the dealer 
stood up.
“I saw you do it! Gimmie my money!” he 
reached for the cash in front of the dealer. 
He saw the knife as the blade flickered open 
and didn’t bother w ith the money. Instead, 
he closed the hand on the table and lifted it 
sharply to the dealer’s chin. It was an awk­
ward punch, but it kept the other man off
balance long enough for the old m an to reach 
across the table and grab him by the arm  and 
neck. Twisting at both places, he dragged the 
gagging man across the table, as the knife 
clattered to the floor and the other players 
backed up against the walls. The dealer’s 
weight collapsed one side of the table, so the 
old m an held him up w ith one hand, and slug­
ged him in the face w ith the other, spattering 
his fist w ith blood. The second tim e he hit the 
limp face, he let go and the dealer slammed, 
still airborne, against the far wall.
One of the players screamed “Stop him!” 
Then from the right, someone hit him  on the 
side of the head, and another body charged, 
catching him in the belly. The two blows 
butted him back against the door. Another 
punch landed somewhere on his face, and the 
back of his head cracked the door. His vision 
turned  to bright colors, and he could see only 
shapes and movements. Like a blind snake 
he struck out in front of him.
They rushed him in a pack, going for his 
stomach and face at the same time. His hands 
never stopped moving as they groped in fast 
vicious arcs at b lu rry  movements. Most of 
the punches bashed only air, but a round­
house right finally collided w ith an oncoming 
face. He felt the flesh split, and bone gave 
way as he followed through. A series of 
punches caromed off his chest, and he 
whipped both fists across in front of him, 
each connecting in turn , and another ex­
contestant h it the floor.
He was taking more punches than he 
handed out, but every time he landed a solid 
blow, the odds narrowed, and finally the room 
was quiet. For a second he stood collecting 
his vision. Then there was a scurry behind 
him. W ith his right hand, he reached back 
and grabbed a man who was tw isting des­
perately at the doorknob. He tore the fellow 
loose from his hold, almost bringing the door 
w ith him, and pulled him around in front.
“Let me go! Let me out! I didn’t cheat 
you!”
He hit the m an twice w ith his fist, and 
again w ith the back of his hand, then dropped 
the limp red shape to the floor. No one else 
moved, fortunately. His head felt like it had 
been squeezed through a wringer, and blood 
dripped from his chin to his chest.
When he opened the door, he found a wait­
ing committee assembled.
“Jesus, w hat happened in there?” some-
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body asked. The crowd closed in behind him, 
peering through the door, as he staggered 
into the barroom.
A forceful “My God” rose above the low 
murmurs. At the bar, he took a m outhful of 
beer from the nearest glass, rinsed his mouth, 
and spit on the floor. Then he walked into 
the street, leaving behind the shouts, “Hey, 
have a drink, you earned it!”
When he opened the door to his room, they 
were waiting. One had a slip on—the other 
two had less. Their clothes were scattered 
around the room on the furniture.
“Well lookee here,” the blonde said. “Looks 
like our boy’s been in a little  scuffle.”
“We’ll fix him up,” one of the others re­
plied, grinning as she shook her hair over 
her shoulders.
W ithout waiting for them  to dress, he threw  
them  out, shoving them  into the hall as they 
hastily gathered up their belongings.
“Hey, w hat the hell you doing?” one pro­
tested.
“You said to w ait.”
“You greasy old son-of-a-bitch!” the blonde 
shrieked. “Stinking old bastard!”
He didn’t hear. He fell on the bed and 
slept.
Next morning, he rem em bered the money, 
knowing tha t it was too late. The bartender 
at the Spur told him  that the dealer and two 
others who were able to walk left town 
during the night. For a while, he sat confused 
at the bar. F inally he bought a fifth of whis­
key, then walked up to the grocery and picked 
up a box of chocolate-covered cherries.
He hiked along the wide m ainstreet to the 
end of the business section then down a street 
lined w ith small grey cabins, all much alike. 
Some were covered w ith rough shakes, and 
a few had log edgings nailed up as siding. 
Most were more honest, and their rough tim ­
bers hung w ith their homely faces turned 
toward the weather, which had softened the 
splinter beards and turned the faces dull grey.
Near the end of the strip, the old man 
stopped, facing one of the cold grey cottages. 
He tucked his shirt tighter into the faded 
black Friscoes and slipped through the gate­
less fence to the porch. After he’d knocked 
twice, a woman pulled back the door. She 
was over 40, but he’d always liked her looks, 
except now the dark circles under her eyes 
extended nearly to her cheeks.
“Old Paul. Out of a job w ith candy for the
kids, huh? And whiskey for the old m an?” 
She frowned. “We didn’t know if you’d come 
this tim e.”
“Sure, I always come.” He didn’t w ant to 
say much about not having his job. He’d 
hoped they wouldn’t know.
“We heard LeGette was closing down. We 
thought maybe you wouldn’t w ant to see us 
now. Lord, not that we’d hold it over any­
body. How could we? But we didn’t know. 
Arden hasn’t been out much. He’s kind of 
been feeling it. Come in.” She stepped back 
from the door. “The kids aren’t here. I guess 
they’re at the creek. Maybe I can call them .”
“I t’s all right. I’ll just leave these here. 
Next trip I ’ll see them, huh?”
“Sure. They always know who brings the 
cherries anyway.” She set the candy on the 
table.
“Paul, you shouldn’t have brought the 
whiskey—Oh, w hat the hell! I guess it 
doesn’t make any difference anymore. I ’ll 
get Arden up. He’s been sleeping too much 
lately.”
He watched her shuffle w ith heavy feet 
across the wooden floor and through a curtain 
into an adjoining room. He heard a m an’s 
voice and then she was back.
“I’ll put on some coffee.” They were silent 
until her husband came out, half-dressed in 
wrinkled slacks.
“Hello, old-timer.” His voice was low and 
congested. “My eyes aren’t working so good. 
Mag, draw those curtains.” She did. “Blow 
all your pay yet?” The old man tightened.
“Just got to town,” he answered. “I brought 
a bottle.”
“Jesus, yeah. I could use one. Mag, you 
got any glasses? Come on over here and sit 
down, Paul.” He pulled up two chairs at 
the kitchen table. “Use w ater?” He added 
w ater to one of the tumblers.
“I hear LeGette’s closing down.”
“Yeah,” the old man answered.
“Got a job?”
“No.”
“W hat’re you going to do?”
“I don’t know. I was hoping maybe . . . .”
“Hoping! Jesus, do you dare do that now­
adays?”
“I was hoping you might get something 
started again.” The old man let it out.
“You’re dreaming. Christ, how long’s it 
been since I’ve run. I’m getting so I can’t 
even remember how long ago that was. How
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long ago was it, Paul. Can you rem em ber?” 
He fumbled w ith the empty glass.
“I guess i t’s been a long time.”
“L et’s see, it was the same year Gruman 
quit. Oh God, it was tough toward the tail 
end, but you rem em ber the year before, Paul. 
It was a boom, remember. Oh, w hat a year 
that was, huh? You know, old-timer, I ’d have 
made it . . . .”
“You might still. . . .”
“I ’d have made it w ith just one more big 
year. One more goddamned season. After 
eight years, I’d have made it; then the bottom 
dropped out of the whole son-of-a-bitching 
mess.” He slammed the glass against the 
table.
“You get a truck,” the old m an leaned 
across the table, “I’ll make the poles. We 
could get a little sale, huh? I ’ll do it for 
nothing. No pay till you start making money. 
Just one truck, and I ’ll make the poles, by 
damn. You can pay me back w hat its worth 
when you get some money. I don’t care what 
the pay is.”
“Now tha t’s about the fairest deal anybody 
ever offered me. But I’m all done. Nobody’s 
going to set me up w ith a truck, and nobody’s 
going to give you a job making poles. I’ll tell 
you that too. We’re both through.”
“It ain’t so. I can still make poles better 
than anybody in this country. They’ll bring 
a good price too, if you can get something to 
haul them. You just need one truck.”
“Now where the hell would I get a truck? 
Hell yes, I’d like to have an operation—you 
just don’t know how much I ’ve dreamed 
about it. I could do it too. I could make it, 
if the bastards would give me a chance. But 
you go under once in this goddamned country 
and you’re through for good. Believe me, I 
know.”
“If you ain’t going to get a truck, I ’ll find 
somebody who’s got one.” He pushed his 
chair back and got up. “I ain’t through.” 
“I’m sorry, old-timer. Sit down and have 
another drink. You ain’t all through. You’ll 
find a job.”
“I guess I better start looking then.” He, 
started to turn  away.
“Wait. Don’t you w ant to take this?” The 
other man held up the bottle.
“You can have it.” He crossed the room 
and went out the door—and walked back 
down the dusty avenue, telling himself he 
could get a job.
A fter four days, the $23 were gone and 
there were no trucks and no job. H e’d hung 
around main street listening and asking to see 
if he could find out about anyone who needed 
cedar makers. He’d gone to see every trucker 
and gypo logger he knew. Nobody had any 
work. He hitchhiked fourteen miles to an­
other town because of a rum or about a pole 
operation tha t supposedly needed men. It 
turned out to be a saw log outfit, and they 
had a full crew.
On the fifth  day, he hiked back up the hill 
and through the w ire gates into the creosote- 
covered yard. I t was quiet except for a few 
men who were clearing off some ground and 
m aking measurements. At the office he asked 
for Mr. LeGette. A fter tw enty minutes he 
was ushered into a small wood-paneled office.
“Hello, Paul. W hat can I do for you?” His 
old boss greeted him.
“I need a job,” he answered.
“A job. W hat happened to your pay?”
“I lost it in a card game.”
“How much have you got left?”
“Nothing.”
The boss thought for a minute. “The yard’s 
closed down. About all w e’re doing right 
now is installing the peeler. We could use 




“Fifty dollars be enough?”
“I guess so.”
A few minutes later, the old man walked 
back through the wire gate w ith a check for 
$75.
THE MACHINE 
As he dug, the ram pant yellow sun ca­
reened its rays off the m etal buildings, dark­
ening the pale chest which had been hidden 
so long beneath the checkered shirts. Sweat 
ran off his back in tiny tributaries, collecting 
and pouring down the channel of his rump. 
The pit in which the peeler was to sit be­
came an increasingly larger gulf. It took a 
week of digging to prepare the machine’s 
place, chipping and picking and prying at the 
rocky soil. The peeler arrived the second day. 
It was early, so it sat on the back of the long 
trailer-truck and waited.
He watched it as he dug, curious at the 
shapes which ju tted  secretly beneath the tarp, 
tw isting the canvas into long, round knobs
and abrupt crevices.
He stayed away from  the truck, preferring 
the hot shade of the m etal buildings during 
his breaks to the coolness beneath the truck, 
but he was curious even as he was repelled.
He dug and surveyed the canvas and 
watched the mechanics assemble the con­
veyers for the feedworks. He’d returned to 
the little cabin. The boss had allowed him 
to set it up at the end of the yard near the 
railroad tracks. He no longer made m any 
trips to town. He worked, and during the 
long, warm  sum m er evenings he sat before 
the cabin as the quiet yellow-grey filled grad­
ually w ith darkness. These were the patient 
hours—each rolling slowly tow ard the next 
as he sat smoking and rem em bering the eve­
nings he had spent in front of the same cabin, 
watching the last pale flow of sunlight wedge 
its pink and orange slivers through the trees. 
The light receded higher and higher on the 
m ountain until it jum ped behind and was 
gone, leaving no color, only the black trees 
outlined w ith their tops dancing slowly 
through the grey which remained. Here, the 
sun drooped away behind the m etal w are­
house, and when the blackness finally came, 
he gratefully went to bed.
The mechanics, who often stayed late, no­
ticed and began to contemplate among them ­
selves the ways of “the strange fellow,” who 
sat for hours, smoking cigarettes—moving 
only to roll another.
“W hat the hell’s he just sit there for?” 
“Does he do it every night?”
“Damn near.”
“Maybe he’s thinking about all that money 
he lost.”
“Yeah, or all that digging he’s going to have 
to do tomorrow.”
“Maybe he’s try ing  to figure out some 
super-easy way to get all of those rocks out 
of the ground.”
“By God, I’d hate to be digging them  out.” 
When he’d finished the digging, they 
poured a concrete base for the peeler. He 
transported the cement from the m ixer to 
the pit w ith a wheelbarrow. When the foun­
dation had hardened, the great moment came. 
Mr. LeGette swept the canvas back, and the 
peeler stood exposed to a circle of those who 
had been preparing for it. The old man 
watched from a distance as the mechanics 
crawled around on the truck, examining the 
machine’s separate and intricate parts, ex­
plaining to each other each part’s relationship 
to the other pieces.
Ever so carefully, it was lowered to the 
cement bed, and when it finally sat there, im­
pervious to the commotion, the old man was 
tem pted to take a close look; but he stayed 
back, making the motions, but not really 
working at the odd job which the boss had 
assigned him. He did not care, like the others, 
to know exactly how each part worked, but 
there was an internal engrossment tha t he 
couldn’t lick—a fascination w ith the molded, 
unnatural-looking m etal pieces, each placed 
exactly in one essential position necessary for 
the operation of the whole machine.
He vacillated between awe and skepticism 
that this thing could ever operate w ith so 
many movable and breakable parts, any one 
of which could weaken and stop the work of 
all the others. It was a phenomenon which 
bothered him, because he sensed, without 
really knowing it, that this implement, unlike 
each element of the world from which he 
came, depended on all those men with their 
wrenches and books for its existence.
So he watched compulsively as the me­
chanics labored over the cluttered, greasy 
thing, making some sense of its disconnected 
hoses and wires. When they had completed 
the installation, and were ready to try  it out 
on the first pole, he could not resist the im­
pulse to draw near and behold.
The first pole through was a forty-footer, 
a nice one he noted. It slid down the con­
veyor until a m etal arm  caught it, forcing it 
between two rotor blades which whirled so 
fast they were invisible. As the soft hum of 
the blades veered to a sharp whine, the blades 
tore into the bark. Less than a m inute later, 
the pole lay clean and yellow on another con­
veyor. The old man returned to his job, and 
worked a little harder the rest of the after­
noon—like he had when he was young.
A fter that, he did not watch the peeler, 
though he could hear the blades greet each 
pole w ith their shrill, insistent shriek.
At the end of the second week, he received 
his paycheck. He took it from the clerk and 
returned to the cabin, where he repacked all 
his belongings in the canvas pack sack. He 
left the pack at the cabin and hiked to town, 
where he bought more tobacco and then went 
to Paddy’s. It was late when he walked back 
up the hill and through the wire gate, un­
locking it w ith the key the boss had given
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him. The night watchm an was perched on 
his chair by the office asleep.
At the cabin he picked up the pack and 
checked to see that he had forgotten nothing. 
It was well after dark, but the moon was full, 
and the warm  summer evening felt almost 
like day as he stepped out. Had he looked 
straight to the tracks, he m ight have been 
able to walk away, but his eyes were not his 
own, nor his body, and he turned to its 
stiff, irregular outline, and his legs, w ith­
out wanting it, carried him to the pit where 
it was huddled in the night. He stood there 
for some time, frantically seeking to escape, 
fighting to keep from doing w hat he knew 
he would do.
As he turned and started toward the tracks, 
he shuddered, and the boulder lay in his path 
—the huge rock which had resisted for a full 
day its removal from the earth. As his mind 
gave his body responded. He stooped and 
wrapped his arms around the smooth surface. 
His muscles strained in their ultim ate inten­
sity, and he lifted above his head the heaviest 
object he had ever held and hurled it into 
the guts of the monster.
The crushed m etal resounded almost like a 
scream, and for a m oment he lingered to 
listen, but he heard instead, the w atchm an’s 
voice shouting, “Hey, w hat’s going on there? 
Hey, you!”
He turned and ran, hearing the cries behind 
him, and then hearing the gun and the bullets 
above his head. By the time he reached the 
tracks, his head was only a seething bag of 
darkness, his legs rubber stilts, his stomach a 
horror. But he kept going, stum bling between 
the cross-ties until he reached the first cars. 
He w ent another hundred feet before he 
found a boxcar w ith an open door. W ithout 
stopping, he heaved his chest to the floor of 
the car, hung there for a few seconds, then 
pulled his legs up. He staggered and half 
crawled to the back of the car and fell in a 
corner, gasping—trying to fill his constricted 
lungs and still the vibrations of his head.
The car was dark and private. It gave him 
a bed and asked no questions. A fter a while 
there was a jerk, then motion, and the train 
began picking up speed. 9
Doug Baldwin
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C U LM INATIO N
There are days, yes, and nights, yes 
And always a lurking pool there, yes . . .
No, not the words;
Yes, this feeling:
The pendant moon.
There is a word or a symbol of distress.
In the ancient assimilation of knowledge 
there is no rhyme 
And still now
not only this unknowing, this wanting.
But not really expecting want; nor desire.
Only Truth,
The Fallacy.
An intricate desecration of the entourage 
Of closely knit selves 
Burning in a corner of all small fires, incense,
and its sweeping haze infecting eyes’ visions 
blocked wall 
against wall 
Too fearful to want.
There is only one time, one peace 
no transgression,
Yet from a necessary outburst, in search 
of another time, another peace 
Merely lies, smiles,
Plays.
Many, many very tired actors, platonic; 
coordinating as is their duty with actresses 
Very weary.




The fear again 
And regret . . . .
Death-quiet
Of mind overcoming mind 
And shedding the blood
Which must and should flow,
But only through live and active veins.
All honor and duty.
And no, not this rain, encouraging,
Nor thought;






in nonchalance cracking 
The skulls.
The seeping of souls.
W ithin
W ithout.
This omnipotent draining shall kill me,
I know.
Or has it? Since,
In my ignorance still singing, 
Believe of hope more, and more.
Jean W illiams
I lay on the beach.
Waves rush into waves, wash me;
And I, in exhilaration, rock 
Nearly to begin rolling 
Rolling
Faster and faster into the water, 
Deepening, to lose oneself in the vastness.
The swimming waves’ voice suddenly: 
Roll. Roll. Roll to us,
And to our life.
Be free, oblivious;
(Supported by voices)
Forget the trees, the leaves;
Forget the disbelief, and come,
Come join us.
Come to our beauty.
But I rose w ith towel.
No moon for silvering the clouds. 
On posts each a lamp heading 
The shadows w ith silver.
And skeletoned trees clutching at 
Figure walking shadowless; 
W alking
Through moving people grouped, 
And on
The wind sweeps and the darkness 
Putting all at distance.
W inter too has come.
Douglas L. G riffith
Portion
I have never seen 
a tureen
of apple-dappled dew. 
Have you?
Tom Tokarski 
(Carroll College)
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Mike Cadieux
thank you
